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ABSTRACT
The ability to accurately correct for the effects of strong atmospheric turbulence on light has
been a major area of research in astronomy and adaptive optics. Atmospheric turbulence induces an
optical region with inhomogeneous refractive index. The main focus of this research is to efficiently
reconstruct the refractive index using observed/simulated optical phase aberrations. Our method
is based on the tomography associated with these aberrations. In this work, assuming the turbulent
atmosphere is of Kolmogorov type, we extend the range of the reconstruction. We demonstrate
the approach for simulated data from an astronomy model. The limitations of the process are
explored to determine a required range of parameters to reconstruct an accurate solution. The
method is tested against increasing refractive index aberrations and imaging scenarios. In addition,
the method is parallelized and optimized and its parallel performance is characterized. Parallel
performance is characterized for CPU systems as well as for heterogeneous computing environments
comprising of GPUs and CPUs.
iii
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The problem of viewing objects through the atmosphere has long been of interest to astronomers
and optical scientists. Light waves that propagate through the atmosphere become distorted and
aberrated preventing desired objects from being observed. This effect is seen in the apparent
twinkling of stars and mirages near the horizon. The ability to correct for these aberrations caused
by the atmosphere allows for more accurate imaging of far away objects. There has already been
considerable work done to solve this problem, giving rise to an entire field of work called adaptive
optics. While there have been many successful projects in correcting for atmospheric effects on
light, the problem has only been resolved for instances where the aberrations are weak. This is
generally the case in viewing images that are a short distance away or that exist upwards from
locations that are already at higher altitudes [13].
A common application is imaging distant stars from observatories. In this setup, light is re-
ceived from a nearby star into an optical system called a wavefront sensor (WFS) which optically
determines the phase of the incoming light. Using the phase data from the nearby star, the effects
of the atmosphere are determined and corrected. This correction is achieved using a deformable
mirror (DM) which, as the name implies, uses a reflective surface that can be manipulated using
small actuators. The reverse of the determined phase aberrations are sent to the DM which will
physically replicate the shape of the aberrations over its surface. Incoming light from the desired
star is bounced off of the DM which undoes the phase aberrations, resulting in a clean image.
Naturally, this system has several physical limitations. The receiving WFS and the correcting DM
can only achieve a limited spatial resolution. In addition, if there is not a suitable star close to
the desired viewing direction, the light will travel through different atmospheric regions. Thus the
corrections determined on the DM will not be correcting for the same phase aberrations that the
target light encounters.
The problem of the separation of the reference star and the target viewing direction can be fixed
by using laser guide stars, also called beacons as nominally proposed by Foy et al [1]. These can
be targeted near the desired viewing location so that it passes through the same turbulence region.
Receiving the light from the beacon will allow for the same type of correction as from the reference
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star except without the need for the actual star. The use of a beacon comes with some restrictions.
If the turbulence is too strong, the beacon may not illuminate a region close to the desired target.
While this is typically not a problem in imaging stars since the beacon illuminates a layer in the
atmosphere, it becomes an issue when trying to directly image an object of finite size closer to
the Earth’s surface. In addition, where a reference star can represent a cylindrical region of the
atmosphere, the beacon can only represent a conical region as seen by the optical system. This is
a result of the beacon light coming from a finite distance away, instead of the essentially infinite
distance of a star. This cone effect has been studied and carefully considered in this application.
In some cases, a combination of beacons and natural stars were used in the corrections [15].
In stronger turbulence, the simple correction of the phase aberrations is insufficient. Intensity
aberrations and a limited viewing angle restrict the quality of the correction. Unfortunately, this
problem is typically a very high frequency problem. Light that has a wavelength on the order of
µm is observed over a region that is m large after being propagation distances on the order of
km. It is thus very difficult to use full wave solvers to determine the effects of the atmosphere
on the propagated light. In the time it would take for the full solver to determine the errors
caused by turbulence, the structure of the turbulence would change, and the determined correction
would no longer be relevant. A workable method used to enhance the correction was to implement
tomography on incoming wavefront, either from multiple natural stars or beacons to reconstruct
the atmosphere’s structure on a finite number of planes. By using tomography, the necessary phase
changes can be determined based on the the effects that the determined reconstruction would
have on a propagated light source. This method is particularly useful as it can create a more 3D
interpretation while only using a few stacked planar reconstructions. The method can also increase
the range of knowledge of the atmosphere using multiple beacons. The process requires solving an
inversion problem and was went about in several ways. Many used iterative methods to determine
the solution directly or determine weighting on an orthonormal set called Zernike polynomials
[15, 10]. While these methods were successful, an easily implemented method was determined by
Tokovinin and Viard that used an a priori knowledge of the statistics of the atmosphere. This
paper will concern itself with this a priori method and aim to improve the method to increase the
reconstructed area, improving the viewing angle [14].
The first topic discussed in this paper is an accurate and fast light forward propagation solver.
This solver will be able to approximate the solution of a propagated wave without the use of cum-
bersome full solvers. The simulated solutions from this solver will be used in the reconstruction
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method in lieu of physical data. The performance and algorithm for this forward solver will be
discussed as well as the motivation for its use over forward solvers. This paper will then cover
the statistics of the atmosphere and how it translates into a refractive index structure. The model
for this structure will be based on the one proposed by Kolmogorov, which will be used in the
a priori method of tomographic reconstruction as well as the generation of phase screens in the
forward solver. The paper will then derive the tomographic reconstruction method and its improve-
ments. The performance and accuracy of the reconstruction will be tested using simulated data.
The limitations of the reconstruction will also be tested, looking at the strength of the turbulent
aberrations. Improvements to the method will be compared to standard methods previously used.
Finally, the method will be parallelized and the reconstruction method’s parallel performance will
be analyzed. Performance will be measured on both a CPU and heterogeneous computing environ-
ments comprising of GPUs and CPUs, ideally significantly reducing computation times.
Moreover, we will be interested in reconstructing a turbulent structure of refractive index so that
its effects on a wavefront can be simulated. The accuracy of the reconstruction will be determined
using generated phase screens and an efficient forward wave solver. The required parameters to
generate an accurate solution will be determined and used as a guideline for computation times as
well as characterize the reconstruction process. The computation time of the reconstruction process
will be emphasized in the hopes of determining an accurate solution at a rate that is comprable to
the temporal changes in the turbulence.
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CHAPTER 2
Forward Wave Propagation Model
Solving this problem requires an intimate knowledge of mathematically modeling light and
how it propagates. By being able to simulate the solution of light propagation, we will be able
to determine where and how the atmospheric aberrations occur in the light’s propagation. Since
the nominal scales of the problem create a high frequency problem, determining the full solution
is impractical, especially since the atmosphere is constantly shifting in time. Thus being able to
determine how light will propagate in a rapid manner is crucial to effectively obtaining a solution.
Naturally, without the use of a full solver some assumptions will have to be imposed. Fortunately,
the assumptions made will be acceptable for the same reasons that they are being forced to be made,
the long scales of the problem. This model of light propagation will be used to determine forward
solutions to simulate data as well as determine the effectiveness of the tomographic reconstruction.
The solutions will be determined numerically and are accurate for even a small number of mesh
points for sufficient propagation distances.
2.1 Maxwell’s Equations
Dealing with light propagation, we are naturally considering electromagnetic waves. An im-
portant, and well understood property about electromagnetic waves is its propagation through
materials. Many important properties start with Maxwell’s equations
(i) ∇ · ~D = ρ (ii) ∇× ~E = −∂ ~B∂t
(iii) ∇ · ~B = 0 (iv) ∇× ~H = ~J + ∂ ~D∂t ,
(2.1)
with ~D = ε ~E and ~B = µ ~H. ~J and ρ are source terms, being the current in the material and the free
charge density respectively. Additionally ε and µ are the permittivity and the permeability of the
material which are usually functions of space. Also, ~E = ~E(x1, x2, x3, t) and ~B = ~B(x1, x2, x3, t).
In the optical setting, it is assumed that there are no source terms, making Maxwell’s equations
(i) ∇ · ~D = 0 (ii) ∇× ~E = −∂ ~B∂t
(iii) ∇ · ~B = 0 (iv) ∇× ~H = ∂ ~D∂t .
(2.2)
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Consider a monochromatic source of light propagating through a homogeneous medium. Thus (2.2)
becomes
(i) ∇ · ~E = 0 (ii) ∇× ~E = −∂ ~B∂t
(iii) ∇ · ~B = 0 (iv) ∇× ~B = εµ∂ ~E∂t .
(2.3)
The equations of (2.3) can be decoupled by taking the curl of (ii) and (iv). Then












Using the vector identity for the curl of a curl,









and then using (2.3) again
∇2 ~E = εµ∂2 ~E
∂t2
and ∇2 ~B = εµ∂2 ~B
∂t2
.
It is then apparent that ~E and ~B obey the wave equation, and further, the speed of the wave is
v = 1√εµ . These vector equations can then be separated into scalar equations. We will only look at
the electric field, keeping in mind that everything can be extended to the magnetic field. Taking
the Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates we see that the wave equation for the electric field becomes













This implies that every element of ~E obeys the wave equation. Assuming that ~E is of the form














for i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, If we assume that the solution for the ~E is time harmonic, then
~E = A(x1, x2, x3)e
−iωt,






for i = 1, 2, 3. Thus,
∇2Ei + εµω2Ei = 0.
Calling k2 = εµω2,
(∇2 + k2)Ei. (2.4)
This method can be repeated for the ~B field assuming that it is also time harmonic. Equation (2.4)
is what is known as the Helmholtz equation. Then for k2 = εµω2 implies that k = ωc . Given that
c = ω2πλ, then k = 2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the wave. Now that we have a general form





The merit of the poynting vector is it contains information about the energy of the propagated
wave. The time average of the poynting vector will yield the average power per unit area, or the
intensity, of the wave. In the application of imaging, it is the intensity of the wave that is captured
and measured. As such, it is important to be able to determine what the intensity of a propagated
wave will be. For this application, we will be interested in TEM waves, meaning that if the wave
propagates in the x3 direction,
E3 = 0 and B3 = 0.





We can then see that the poynting vector in the propagation direction, x̂3, still obeys a form of the






(B2∇2E1 + E1∇2B2 −B1∇2E2 − E2∇2B1),
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and since each Ej and Bj obey (2.4),
∇2 (E1B2 −B1E2) = −k2E1B2 − k2E1B2 + k2B1E2 + k2B1E2 = −2k2(E1B2 −B1E2),
or, calling k′2 = 2k2, (
∇2 + k′2
)
(E1B2 −B1E2) = 0. (2.5)
Thus, ~S (or more importantly, the nontrivial solution in the x̂3 direction) obeys the Helmholtz
equation, an important characteristic in scalar diffraction theory. The importance of (2.4) and
thus (2.5) is that we can now look at scalar equations instead of the vector equations that we
started with. In addition we have removed the time dependence on the wave, further simplifying
the problem [5].
2.2 Waves and wavefronts
As a simple example, consider the time dependent, three dimensional function u(x1, x2, x3, t),
that solves the one dimensional wave equation





∂2u(x1, x2, x3, t)
∂t2
,
where x̂3 is the direction of propagation. The most basic solution to the one dimensional wave
equation is a combination of sines and cosines, which in complex exponential form is
u(x1, x2, x3) = A(x1, x2)e
iφ(x3,t). (2.6)
In this expression of a wave solution, A is the amplitude of the wave and φ is the phase of the wave.
More explicitly, for the planar wave case the phase is
φ(x3, t) = k(x3 − vt) + δ,
where δ is a phase shift, v is the speed of the wave, and k is the wavenumber. Consider evaluating
the wave over a plane that lies perpendicular to the wave’s motion. At a fixed time, we see that the
phase of the wave is a constant value. For the wave traveling in the x̂3 direction, δ, v, t, k, and x3
are all constants. If we allow the plane to move at the same speed as the wave, this evaluation of
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the wave becomes what is known as the wavefront of the wave. In a sense, the wavefront describes
the manner in which a single harmonic instance of a wave propagates. For planar waves, it is
apparent that if we evaluate the wavefront at a plane that travels at the speed of the wave, then
we are observing the wave at x3 = z0 + vt, where z0 is the initial plane location. This would then
imply that the phase of the wavefront if evaluated on this plane is
φ = kz0 + δ,
or the phase is a constant value for all time as it propagates. However, evaluating a wavefront is
typically not so straightforward. In more realistic cases, the wave is subject to changing conditions
as it propagates, either in the form of boundaries or changing refractive indexes [5]. The benefit
of this representation of light propagation is that we can look at a solution purely in terms of
its spatial location. The understanding is that the solution further down the propagation path
represents the same solution from a previous screen with the time shift already applied based on
the separation between the screens.
2.3 Scalar Diffraction Theory
The foundations of scalar diffraction theory lie in Green’s functions. Rather, we want to analyze
the solution as a scalar field thus eliminating the field’s vector dependence, greatly simplifying the
problem. This can be achieved using Green’s functions. Starting with Green’s theorem, which














where U and G are arbitrarily twice differentiable functions whose first and second partial deriva-
tives are continuous for all space and ∂/∂n is the outward normal derivative. Since we want to look
at response functions for electromagnetic waves, we can assume that the function G and U obey
the Helmholtz equation (2.4). In this application, think of U as the poynting vector solution in the
x̂3 direction. Thus,
(∇2 + k2)U = 0 and (∇2 + k2)G = 0,
∇2U = −k2U and ∇2G = −k2G. (2.8)
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Then using (2.8) in (2.7) we see that
∫∫∫
V





















Consider using an intuitive guess for the impulse response function, a diverging spherical wave, the





where ~r represents the vector that points from the source of a diverging wave, originating from a
point ~P0 to an arbitrary point, say ~P . More explicitly ~r = ~P− ~P0. Unfortunately, this representation
of G(~r) is not continuous when ~P = ~P0 or when ~r = ~0. To account for this, split the total volume
V into two parts, the first being a sphere of arbitrarily small radius ε centered around ~P0, and the
second being whatever is left. Rather call,
V = V ′ + Vε,
where Vε is the volume of the arbitrarily small sphere. Then apply Green’s theorem to the volume
V ′, or the volume between the initial volume V and the volume of the small sphere Vε. This then
implies that the total closed surface is the surface of the initial volume plus the surface of the small
sphere, or













































ds = 0. (2.9)
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On the surface of the arbitrarily small sphere, we can take the advantage of the spherical symmetry
of the diverging spherical wave. We see that on the surface of a sphere, the normal vector points
























































Looking at the function U in the integrand, we see that we are evaluating U at a fixed ~P0 over the




























































This expression for U is known as the integral theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff. The importance
of (2.10) is that we can now define the field at a point ~P0 based on its boundary values. More
specifically, we can look at the field’s interaction with a planar screen, such as a conventional
aperture.
10
Figure 2.1: Handling the chosen Green’s function on a plane.
Ideally, we want to be able to assess the field based on a two dimensional plane, instead of an
entire three dimensional surface. To this end, consider choosing the enclosed surface of a sphere of
radius R that is deformed by an incident plane as in Figure 2.1. Using this total enclosed surface,
the Kirchoff integral equation then deals with two surfaces, the surface on the plane S1 and the































If we consider the case when kR >> 1 (which is equivalent to assuming that we are observing a



























Since the surface is a sphere, we can then integrate over spherical coordinates on a solid angle Ω
















Since G(~r) converges at a rate of 1/R, then if we take R to be arbitrarily large, we can force the








R = 0. (2.11)
Rather, (2.11), or the Sommerfeld radiation condition, allows the integral over S2 to vanish if the
solution converges on the same order of a diverging spherical wave or better. For the consideration
of a solution that handles the outgoing propagation of a field that comes from the plane, this means
that we will have a solution and, assuming a large R, we can ignore the surface integral over S2 to














Within the integral over the surface S1, it is useful then to make Kirchhoff’s approximations which
state that
1. The solution and its normal derivative are 0 on the opaque section of the surface.
2. On the non-opaque section of the surface, the solution and its normal derivative are the same
without any opaque sections over S1.
It should be noted that strictly speaking, these assumptions violate Maxwell’s equations. However,
the second assumption has little impact if the aperture is much greater than the wavelength and
the solution is not evaluated very near the aperture. The first assumption, in the strictest sense,
would imply that the field is identically 0 everywhere. This can be fixed with a more appropriate
choice of Green’s functions. Consider using two point sources on either side of S1 as in Figure 2.2.








These two point sources are in a line perpendicular to S1 and are also equidistant from S1. Ad-
ditionally, they have opposite phases and thus create a zero solution over all of S1. This Green’s
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Figure 2.2: Second type of Green’s function that creates a 0 value on the aperture plane.
function then prevents contradicting Maxwell’s equations while creating a zero solution over the









U(~s) ~r · n̂ ds. (2.12)
Here U(~s) refers to the evaluation of the solution on the surface S1. Looking at (2.12), we see that
the solution can be determined at any location ~x based on the values over the plane S1. Again
assuming that we are looking for a solution that is very far away from the aperture plane (S1),
which is to say that the diameter of the aperture is much smaller than ||~r||2 we see that ~r · n̂/||~r||2









For the purposes of this problem, consider taking the propagation path to be along the x̂3 axis.
Then it is desirable to determine the solution over a plane perpendicular to the propagation, some
distance away as in Figure 2.3. We can then redefine some of the coordinates to reflect the nature
of where the solution will be located. Take ~xl to represent the two dimensional vector that points
to a position on the lth plane, where l = 1, 2, 3... and l = 1 is the aperture plane. Again assuming
that we are looking at a point that is very far away, then S1 becomes very near the size of the
13
Figure 2.3: Viewing plane geometry used to determine the solution from one screen to the next.
lth plane. Then, using (2.12) we can determine the solution over all of ~xl+1 based on ~xl. In this
expression, ~r can be written as ~r = ~rl+1 − ~rl = (~xl+1 − ~xl, z), where z = xl+13 − xl3, or the distance
from one screen to the next. The surface that U(~s) is integrated over becomes the plane defined










This expression highlights the dependence of the solution from one plane to the next. Solutions
down the propagation path can be determined at a given plane l based on an initial screen. This
simplifies the problem into an initial value problem because only the initial condition U(~x0) needs
to be known to determine the solution on any plane parallel to ~xl. More importantly, the solution
is on planes perpendicular to the propagation path and is given in terms of a scalar field removing
its vectors dependency [4].
2.4 Fourier transfer function
A useful way to compute the solution at the next plane is to determine a transfer function
for the process. In this way, we can determine further solutions simply by applying the transfer
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h(~r l+1 − ~r l)U(~xl)ds =
∫∫
~xl
h(~xl+1 − ~xl, z)U(~xl). (2.15)
We see that (2.15) can be expressed as a 2D Fourier transform. Defining the 2D Fourier transform
of a function g to be





and the inverse transform





Some notes on convention, ~x and ~f are said to be a Fourier transform variable pair. The Fourier
transform with respect to ~x will yield a function that is dependent on ~f . Further, there are some
restriction on the function g if it is to have a Fourier transform that exists and is unique. Most
importantly, the function must be integrable over the entire (infinite) domain. Rather, the integral
must converge. This will be satisfied if U obeys the Sommerfeld radiation condition since h(~r) is
of the order 1/||~r||2. Also, any discontinuities in g must exist in a set that has zero measure. Then








h(~xl+1 − ~xl, z)U(~xl)e−i2π ~f ·~xl+1 .




















FT [U(~xl+1)] = FT [h(~xl+1, z)]FT [U(~xl)].
Taking the inverse Fourier transform leaves
U(~xl+1) = FT−1[FT [h(~xl+1, z)]FT [U(~xl)]]. (2.18)
A convenient way to view the function h(~r) is to think of it as a transfer function in frequency
space that takes the solution at one screen over ~xl and produces the solution at another screen over
~xl+1 a distance z away. Looking at the Fourier transform of h(~r) we see that it has an analytic
solution,
FT [h(~xl+1, z)] = h̃(~f, z) =
 ei2πz
√
1/λ2−f2 if ||~f ||2 < 1λ
0 otherwise
, (2.19)
where f2 = ||~f ||22. While it is useful to have an analytic solution for this transfer function, the
computation of the square root in the exponential is cumbersome. We can remove the square root
using the Fresnel approximation which uses a second order approximation using Taylor series and
assuming that xl+11 − xl1 and x
l+1
2 − x2 are both much less than x
l+1
3 − xl3. Since the assumption
that the distance between planes is large relative to the aperture has already been made, we are
not really adding any additional assumptions. Eventually, the problem will be evaluated only over
a finite area in x̂1 and x̂2 which will have dimensions much smaller than the distance propagated.
This will remove the problem of evaluating at very high x1 and x2 values. This assumption allows
the transfer function h(~x, z) to be written as

















2 if ||~f ||2 < 1λ
0 otherwise
(2.20)
This new approximated transfer function requires less computation. Further, it is uses a reasonable
assumption since the area in which the solution will be evaluated is finite, which removes the issue
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of both ~x and ~f going to infinity. We then have a novel way of using the solution at a viewing
plane to determine the solution at a viewing plane further down the propagation path given by
U(~xl+1) = FT−1[h̃(~f, z)FT [U(~xl)]], (2.21)
where h̃(~f, z) is defined in (2.20). Note that it only relies on taking a Fourier transform of the
solution on the lth plane since h̃(~f, z) can be predetermined. This method allows for the approx-
imation of the solution at any distance z away provided that z >> λ, where λ is the wavelength
of the wave. The method solely relies on taking the Fourier transform of the initial solution and
multiplying by the transfer function defined in (2.20) and retrieving the solution using an inverse
Fourier transform. This means that the solution can quickly be determined numerically using FFTs
without the use of a full 3D wave solver. [12]
2.5 The effect of index of refraction
For light that is traveling through a material, an important property is the index of refraction.





where n is the index of refraction, c is the speed of light and v is the speed of the wave. Since
we are dealing with a wave, the index of refraction will also affect the wavelength (and thus the












The wavelength of the wave is then inversely proportional to the index of refraction of the material.
Moreover, if we wanted to compare a wave’s wavelength in a given material with its wavelength in






Figure 2.4: Effect of index of refraction on an incident wave. Here, φinc is the incident phase and
φ0 is the exiting phase.
where λ1 is the wavelength in the material and λ0 is the wavelength in a vacuum. Up until now,
we have dealt with wave propagation in homogeneous material, meaning that the refractive index
has been constant leading to a straightforward wave propagation. However, when light encounters
a boundary of a different index of refraction, the incident light is effected in a number of ways.
First, the light is split into two parts, the light that is reflected off of the boundary and the
transmitted light that travels through the boundary. In many settings, it is important to consider
the effect of the reflected light as it come across this index of refraction boundary. However, for this
application, we will idealize the process and assume that the reflected light is negligible compared
to the transmitted light and that the material that the light is passing through has a minimal
absorption coefficient. Then over the boundary and throughout the material there is no loss in
total amplitude and the only effect that the index of refraction has is on the light’s phase.
Consider now light that travels through a thin layer that has a varying refractive index as
shown in Figure 2.4 . In addition, we are assuming that the light across this thin layer does not
diffract or interfere meaning that we are interested in a geometric optics problem. Then with an
incoming wavefront, we can view the region of varying index of refraction to be an area that adds
an optical path length difference to the wavefront’s phase. If we are interested in a very thin section
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of material with varying refractive index with a thickness of dz, then the phase associated with





Note that φ0 represents the basic case where there is no index of refraction and thus λ refers to the
wavelength of the wave in a vacuum. If we now add the material creating a change in the index of





Then the net effect of the refractive index on the incident wavefront’s phase is the integral of each







For an incoming wave with phase φinc, the resulting phase of the wave after it has traveled through
the material with index of refraction n, the outgoing phase φout is






Consider using the net effect of the refractive index over a propagation distance z in the x̂3 direction
on the incident wave applied at a fixed plane in the wavefront’s propagation (before the wavefront
passes through the index of refraction). Rather, taking the solution at any lth plane U(~xl) as in
(2.18), and adding the phase changes caused by the refractive index from (2.24) we see





where U ′(~xl) is the solution with the added phase from the refractive index. Then if U ′(~xl) is
propagated a distance z using (2.18) the added phase will account for the effect of the refractive
index that the wave would encounter in the propagation distance z from one screen to the next.
Conveniently, we are still dealing with parallel planes and adding the phase at each point on the
plane based on the integrated phase in the propagation direction. This means we are still using a
scalar field across the plane [12].
We now have a mathematical model for light propagation through regions of varying refractive
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Figure 2.5: The domain Ω is depicted by the shaded blue area. It is important to note that even
though the domain appears elongated, this image is not to scale of the nominal Ω. Typically, Z
will be several orders of magnitude larger than A.
index. The wavefront solution is kept on parallel planes and the effect of the varying refractive index
are applied at each plane. We can use the model to create a numerical simulation for wavefront
propagation that does not require a full solution.
2.6 Numerical Model
Consider attempting to solve the Helmholtz equation over a rectangular domain Ω ∈ <3 as seen
in Figure 2.5. The domain is then defined to be
Ω =
{






, 0 ≤ x3 ≤ Z
}
.
In this particular application, the scales of the domain are extreme, Z being much greater than A,
making it impractical to determine the solution over all of the x̂3 direction. Even in the discretized
mindset, it would be difficult to determine the solution in the x̂3 direction in the same resolution
as x̂1 and x̂2. While it could be accomplished, the computation time would be astronomical.
Given that eventually the goal is to correct for atmospheric aberrations, which are not temporally
stationary, the long computation times required would not be acceptable. This is why a full solver is
impractical for the application of this problem. Fortunately, given the scales of Ω, the assumptions
made in developing the Fourier transfer function model (2.21), are valid if the spacing between
mesh points in x̂3 is much greater than A. Since we will be eventually be computing the Fourier
transforms in (2.21) using 2D fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) in the x̂1 and x̂2 directions, it is
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helpful to discretize Ω in those directions using a uniform square mesh. In addition, the FFT can
be computed faster if the total number of grid points in either direction is an even power of 2,
allowing for a Radix 2 method to be implemented. In the x̂3 direction, the spacing can be arbitrary
so long as the distance between any two mesh points in that axis is much greater than A. Then,
using N uniformly spaced points in the x̂1 and x̂2 directions and L planes across the x̂3 direction,
the discretized domain can then be defined as
ΩD = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Ω : x1 = xn1 , x2 = xm2 , x3 = xl3},
for n,m = 1, 2, ..., N, and l = 1, 2, ...L.













It is not so critical that the location of each xl3 is uniformly spaced, but there needs to be a solution
plane located at x13 = 0 and x
L
3 = Z to capture the initial condition and final solution. This
naturally implies that L ≥ 2. At each xl3, the solution will be evaluated over a plane perpendicular
to x̂3. For simplification purposes, we will consider defining a 2D domain Ω
l
D that is a subset of





(x1, x2) ∈ <2 : (x1, x2, xl3) ∈ ΩD
}
.
This 2D domain will be useful for determining the region in which the numerical solution of U will
exist. A graphical view of ΩlD is shown in Figure 2.6. Note that the entire finite domain ΩD can





For simplicity, we can define the locations of each mesh point in ΩlD as




2 ) ∈ ΩlD for n,m = 1, 2, ..., N.
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Figure 2.6: Layout of the mesh on viewing plane l.
This means that the 3D position vector for the point ~x ln,m is given by







Using this definition of the position of point lying in ΩlD, the solution on Ω
l
D can be readily defined.
The we can discretize the solution U over the domain Ω by solving for U at all (x1, x2, x3) ∈ ΩD.





3) for n,m = 1, 2, ..., N and l = 1, ...L.
Again, for simplicity we want to evaluate the solution at screens that lie perpendicular to x̂3, as in
(2.21), so that the solution can be determined at planes further down the propagation path. We
can thus utilize the definition of ΩlD, and find the finite solution over (x1, x2) ∈ ΩlD for l = 1, ..., L.
Using the convention defined in (2.25), the solution determined at any plane located at ~x l3 can be
written as








U ln,m = U(~x
l
n,m) for all ~x
l
n,m ∈ ΩlD. (2.26)
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Note that the numerical solution will be complex. In addition, the solution U(~x) can be evaluated
as a set of basis functions in Hilbert space. For the domain in question, this means that we have






























The values of an,m can be determined using Fourier transforms since each Wn,m(~x) is a Fourier basis
function. Since we can determine the solution on the next plane U l+1n,m using the Fourier transfer
function defined in (2.21),












we are determining the coefficents an,m. As previously mentioned, the Fourier transforms can be
determined numerically by using 2D FFTs. The FFT will handle the Fourier transform only in the
x̂1 and x̂2 directions (not in the x̂3 direction). Rather, we are only interested in taking the Fourier
transform over the ΩlD domains. Taking the Fourier transform of U
l
n,m will compute the result of
the solution on a discrete spatial frequency mesh. For the finite 2D mesh ΩlD, the corresponding
discrete frequency domain is defined as
ΩlK =
{





for p, q = 1, 2, ..., N.
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Using a similar convention for the definition of ~x ln,m, we can define the frequency vector on the l
th
plane as







Thus, the solution in the spatial frequency domain becomes
Ũ lp,q = Ũ(
~f lp,q) for
~f lp,q ∈ ΩlK .








p,q ‖22 if ||~f l+1p,q ||2 < 1λ
0 otherwise
.
Determining Ũ lp,q from the original solution U
l
n,m is accomplished using the discrete Fourier trans-























In the interest of reducing processing times, the number of opertations required to compute a DFT
can be greatly reduced using FFTs. Since we are using a 2D mesh that has an even power of 2
number of points in each direction, a radix-2 algorithm can be implemented. This will reduce the





















Again, the FFT is optimized if the total number of points is some integer power of 2, thus N will
always be equal to 2r for r being a natural number. While we are taking a Fourier transform
over a finite domain, it is important to remember that the solution needs to exist over the infinite
domain. Thus numerically, the solution over the finite domain is assumed to be periodic over all
space. This assumption can create numerical errors, particularly in the spatial frequency domain.
If the solution takes non zero values over too large of a region over the finite domain (and the
solution is not periodic), then the assumed periodicity of the solution will manifest within the
discrete frequency domain. This error, also called aliasing, will tend to arise at higher frequencies
depending on the dimensions of the domain and resolution of the mesh. To correct for some of the
error associated with the assumed periodicity of the solution, a low pass filter function is used over
the frequency domain. This function must be smooth and continuous and go to zero at the border











1 + cos(π(~f − xp)/(xg − xp))
)
xp < ‖~f‖2 < xg
0 ‖~f‖2 ≥ xg
which is continuous and smooth. A one dimensional representation of this function is plotted in
Figure 2.7. Note that being a piece-wise function of ||~f ||2, this function is radially symmetric.
Multiplying the solution by the function in frequency space limits the error created by aliasing.
Note, the low pass filter function is not required to compute an accurate result as aliasing is not
always prevalent.
Using an initial condition that is defined over all of Ω for the first screen (U0n,m is known
completely), the solution can be determined a distance z >> A away. A way to test this method
is to compare its computed results to analytical far field vacuum solutions. Given the scope of the
problem, we are interested in circular apertures, so it is relevant to compare the far field solution













where z is the total propagation distance, r is the radial coordinate and J1(η) is a Bessel function
of the first kind [4] . Comparing the simulated propagation to (2.30) is useful for both shape
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Figure 2.7: One dimensional representation of the low pass frequency filter applied on a solution
in the frequency domain to reduce aliasing effects.
and amplitude. Propagating the wavefront across a sufficient distance and focusing the wavefront
accordingly, the expected Airy pattern can be accurately recreated numerically. Taking a finite









0 ‖~x‖2 ≥ d0
,
where k is the wavenumber, λ = 10−6, d0 = 0.15m being the radius of the circular aperture, and z
being the distance propagated. Note that the initial condition has an applied converging spherical
phase in the form of a complex exponential. This initial condition was numerically propagated
using an increased problem frequency defined as zAλ and, using the same A sized domain, increased
mesh sizes. For smaller frequency problems (short z propagation distances), the rms error is very
high, and has a first order convergence rate of O(dx). However, this error converges to about 10−3
accuracy for higher frequency problems and or greatly increased number of mesh points. More
importantly, the trend is that the higher frequency of the problem, the less mesh points that are
required to achieve a 10−2 accuracy. Nominally, the propagation distance will be on the order
of 1, 000 to 10, 000m, indicating that to achieve a less than 10−2 accuracy, 1, 024 mesh points
are required. This constraint can be lessened to 256 or 512 mesh points for 10, 000m simulated
propagations. Figure 2.9 demonstrated the RMS error associated with a 10, 000m propagation
distance for increased mesh points. We can achieve greater than 10−2 accuracy by using only 256
points for 10, 000m propagations.
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Figure 2.8: Convergence of method using increased mesh size for increased problem frequency.
Figure 2.9: Error associated with a 10km propagation using an increased number of mesh points.




Now that a forward solver has been determined for high frequency problems, the effects of the
atmosphere on the propagated light need to be well understood. Light that travels through the
atmosphere is subject to phase aberrations. This phenomena is caused by the variation in temper-
ature and density in the air, causing a turbulent structure in its refractive index. Thus, the light is
propagating through an inhomogeneous refractive index structure. However, the refractive index
structure is difficult to represent since the atmosphere is inherently random given the numerous
and unpredictable conditions. Theory has been developed to model the structure of the atmosphere
without the use of the Navier Stokes equation, and instead rely on the statistical structure of the
energy spectrum of the atmosphere’s turbulent motion.
3.1 A Statistical Model
To be able to handle the motion of the air and speak to characterizing the behavior of the motion,
some basic statistical tools are required. The first step is to acknowledge that the velocity field is
a vector and each component of ~U is a random variable. Then to describe any component of the
velocity field ui we must look at the probability that ui lies within a certain range. Conventionally,
this means looking at the probability that the velocity is less than a fixed velocity V . Defining the
probability that ui is less than V as
p = P{U < V },
we can define the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
F (V ) = P{U < V }.
F (V ) is then a function of V that describes the probability of ui being less than V . Intuitively, it
can be seen that as V increases, the probability that ui is less than V can only increase, meaning
that the CDF is a monotonously increasing function. Further, for V = −∞ there is no possibility
that ui can be less than V . Similarly, for V = ∞ the velocity ui is guaranteed to be less than V .
Thus F (−∞) = 0 and F (∞) = 1.
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From the CDF comes another important statistical function, the probability density function





Since the CDF is a positive monotonously increasing function, then f(V ) ≥ 0. Additionally, since
F (−∞) = 0 and F (∞) = 1, we see ∫ ∞
−∞
f(V )dV = 1.
An important use of the PDF is to determine the mean of random variables. For a random variable




V f(V )dV, (3.1)
where f(V ) is the PDF of ui. In a similar way, if G(ui) is a function that is dependent on ui, then





where f(V ) is again the PDF of ui. From these definitions of the mean of a random variable, we
can then discuss the deviation of the random variable from the mean. The fluctuation of a random
variable is defined as
ûi = ui − 〈ui〉,
which intuitively describes the difference from a random variable to its mean. Then using the
definition of fluctuation we describe the variance as the mean-square of the fluctuation,
var(ui) = 〈ûi2〉.
While these statistical properties are important, so far we have only considered a single random
variable. Given that we were initially looking at the velocity field ~U , it is important to be able
to describe the relationship between components of the vector. Rather, we are interested in joint
random variables and functions that depend on joint random variables (u1, u2, u3). The statistics
for joint random variables are still similar to a single random variable. For two joint random
variables, the CDF is defined to be
F12(V1, V2) = P{u1 < V1, u2 < V2},
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where P{u1 < V1, u2 < V2} describes the probability that the random variable u1 is less than V1
and the random variable u2 is less than V2. The properties of CDF for a single random variable
are applicable for the joint random CDF. Thus
F12(−∞, V2) = F12(V1,−∞) = 0,
since the probability of either random variable being less than −∞ is 0, and
F12(∞, V2) = F2(V2) and F12(V1,∞) = F1(V1),
since the probability of either random variable being less than ∞ is certain. Here, F1(V1) and
F2(V2) are often called the marginal CDFs of F12 and can be thought of as a single variable CDF





The joint variable PDF has similar properties to the single random variable PDF, critically the




f12(V1, V2)dV1dV2 = 1.
In addition, the marginal PDF (related to the marginal CDF) of one variable can be obtained by
integrating over the total PDF in the other variable,
∫ ∞
−∞
f12(V1, V2)dV1 = f2(V2).
Using this definition of the joint PDF, the mean of a function that is dependent on two joint random







The single variable averages of 〈u1〉 and 〈u2〉 exist and are defined by the marginal PDFs of each
respective variable. The single variable fluctuation and variation var(u1) = 〈û12〉, var(u2) = 〈û22〉
also exist with û1 = u1−〈u1〉 and û2 = u2−〈u2〉. Note that the mean and variation of each variable
can be considered independently of each other and will still express meaningful properties about
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the random variable by itself. However, a more interesting property that arises from joint variables
is the covariance which expresses a mix of the variables variance. More explicitly the covariance is
defined as





(V1 − 〈u1〉)(V2 − 〈u2〉)f12(V1, V2)dV1dV2.
The covariance expresses the relationship between the two random variables, and determines if the
a change in one random variable affects the second random variable. A useful way to quantify this





In general, −1 ≤ ρ12 ≤ 1. If the correlation coefficient is 0, then the two variables are said to be
uncorrelated. However, if the ρ12 = 1, then the two variables are perfectly correlated and similarly,
if ρ12 = −1, then the two variables are perfectly negatively correlated.
Up to this point, we have considered a random variable at a point that is independent of time.
However, we are interested in random variables that have the potential to be time dependent. Thus,
we are interested in not just a random variable, but a random process. Consider now evaluating
the velocity field at a fixed point and observe how it changes in time at that point. The velocity
field is still random, so at any given point in time ui(t) it will have its own one-time CDF.
F (V, t) = P{ui(t) < V }.
The term one-time CDF emphasizes that this CDF represents the probability that ui(t) will be
less than V only at that particular instance of time. It is possible that at different points in time,
the one-time CDF will change, even when looking at the same spatial position. From this one-time





In this context of turbulent flow, it is assumed that the statistics are invariant under a shift in time.
Thus, the random process of turbulent flow that we are interested in are statistically stationary.
This is not to say the velocity field does not change in time, but rather that the statistics of the
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velocity field at any given point do not change in time. In this case, the one-time CDF and PDF
holds true for all times and the mean 〈ui(t)〉 and variance 〈ûi(t)2〉 do not depend on time. Similar
to spatial statistics, it is useful to look at the autocovariance of the field, which looks at how the
field varies in time. Consider a shift in time s, the autocovariance of the random process is then
defined as
R(s) = 〈ûi(t)ûi(t+ s)〉.





The autocorrelation function then describes how the random process is related between two separate
times. As the separation between times (s) increases, the less related the two numbers will be, thus





converges. τ̄ is called the integral timescale of the turbulent motion and describes about how long
it takes for the velocity field to be uncorrelated to the initial measurement.
Much like comparing the velocity field at the same point at different times, the random field
can be evaluated at different points. We can look at a two-point autocovariance between two points
that are separated by some spatial vector ~r
Rij(~r, ~x, t) = 〈ûi(~x, t)ûj(~x+ ~r, t)〉. (3.2)
Keep in mind that we are still looking at three spatial random variables, so the two-point autoco-
variance can compare the random structure of any of the three directions at any given point. The
subscripts on Rij(~r) represent which two direction you are comparing. For example, to look at the
two-point autocovariance along the same direction look at Rii(~r). In a similar way that the integral






Rij(~r, ~x, t)dr. (3.3)
It is important to note that it is possible for the turbulent flow to have different length scales in
different directions. For example, the length scale in the x̂1 direction (L11) could be different than
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the length scale in the x̂2 direction (L22). The autocovariance in time and in space are crucial
in defining the turbulent motion. It indicates the size of the turbulence as well as how fast the
turbulence is moving. For this application the time scale of the turbulent motion will be negligible
compared to the time frame of the light propagation. Additionally, the spatial scale of the motion
will be very important in determining the effect of the atmosphere on the propagated light [9].
3.2 Energy Spectrums
Another useful way to look at the two-point autocovariance is its decomposition in frequency
space. In this light, we can view which spatial frequencies are contributing to the overall turbulent
motion. Naturally, in a continuous sense, this is done using a Fourier transform of (3.3). Using the











~f ·~rΦij(~f, t)df1df2df3. (3.4)
If we look at when ~r = 0 we notice that from (3.2) we have
Rij(0, t) = 〈ûi(~x, t)ûj(~x, t)〉,
making (3.4) at ~r = 0




Note that the integral of Φ contains information concerning the energy of the motion at ~r = 0 since
it deals with a quantity of velocity squared. The energy spectrum is then based on the kinetic











where δ is the Dirac delta function and f denotes the scalar magnitude of a spatial frequency.
Thus, the energy spectra describes the energy of the turbulent motion based on the magnitude of
the spatial frequency of the turbulent motion. We see that over all of f , the total integrated kinetic
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While the expression of energy no longer contains directional information, if the turbulence is
isotropic (in a statistical sense), it still contains important information regarding the structure of
the atmosphere [9].
3.3 The Energy Cascade
While, the integral expressed in (3.6) is useful to determine the total kinetic energy in the
system, it does nothing to speak to where the energy goes within the system. To handle this, the
energy cascade model was developed by Richardson. This model characterizes the turbulent motion
as a series of eddies. These eddies are different sizes, and each smaller eddy receives its energy from
a larger eddy. To quote the famous line
”Big whorls have little whorls,
Which feed on their velocity;
And little whorls have lesser whorls,
And so on to viscosity
(in the molecular sense)” [11].
This process is defined by the outer boundary conditions of the atmosphere, such as mountains,
which create the largest eddies in the cascade and are characterized by the length scale l0. The
turbulent motion in the larger eddies dissipate their energy into successively smaller ”whorls.” This
energy dissipation occurs based on the parameter ε. In addition, the largest eddy having energy
u20, has a time scale of τ0 = l0/u0. The dissipation of energy continues into smaller eddies until the
eddies are so small the energy does not dissipate into another smaller eddy, but rather is lost into
the viscosity of the atmosphere. Both the time scale and the energy become functions of the length
scale l < l0, or τ(l), and u(l). In general, for decreasing l, both τ(l) and u(l) decrease as well [9].
3.4 Kolmogorov Hypotheses
Based on the nature of the energy cascade, Andrei Kolmogorov made several hypotheses re-
garding the nature of the energy dissipation and the structure of the turbulent motion. His first
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observation was that of local isotropy, or that for sufficiently small length scales, the turbulent
motion becomes isotropic. The motion becomes fully turbulent and the boundary conditions that
determine the outer scale motion, no longer influence the smaller scale motion. This condition
applies at high Reynolds numbers, and when l << l0. The assumption that the turbulent mo-
tion is isotropic will be a crucial assumption in the development of the energy dissipation and the
turbulent structure. In this regime, Kolmogorov makes another hypothesis, his first similarity hy-
pothesis, that the energy dissipation can be uniquely characterized by ε and the viscosity v. From
this hypothesis, Kolmogorov defined the scales of the motion purely in terms of ε and v using unit






The importance of the Kolmogorov length scale is that it defines the smallest scales in the turbulent
motion. Note that the Reynolds number using the length scale η is 1 (ηuη/v = 1), indicating that
the energy dissipation is occurring rapidly. Overall, for a turbulent motion with a large Reynolds
number, the Kolmogorov scale η becomes much smaller than l0. More importantly, as the Reynolds
number increases, the ratio of η to l0 decreases. For sufficiently high Reynolds number, the η will
be so much smaller than l0 that there will exist a range between η and l0 such that the turbulent
motion is small enough that it is locally isotropic, but large enough that the motion can be uniquely
characterized solely by ε. In this range, when the length scale is l0 >> l >> η, the motion does
not experience viscous effects, nor the effects of the boundary conditions. In this subrange, the
velocity scales and the time scales can be simplified to
u(l) = (εl)1/3 = uη(l/η)
1/3,





This regime, called the inertial subrange, leads to various simplifications that give rise to a simple
structure of the atmosphere based on the energy spectrum. Since the turbulence in this regime
is isotropic, the directional information of Φi,j is not relevant, only the magnitude of the spatial
frequency. Thus (3.5) becomes a general statement of the energy in any direction, where specific
information about the direction of the energy can be determined using an overall E(f, t), with
f = ||~f ||2. With that in mind, within the inertial subrange, the energy can be determined using
ε and f . Kolmogorov determined the an expression for the energy spectrum using these two
parameters and a dimensionless function φ by applying unit analysis
E(f) = ε2/3f−5/3φ(fη),
Within the inertial subrange, the function’s φ(fη) argument, fη will tend to 0, since η will only
exist in the regime in which v will become prevalent, and in the inertial subrange, there are no
viscous effects. Thus the function φ(fη) becomes roughly a constant in this regime. Calling this
constant C, the energy spectrum can then be written as.
E(f) = Cε2/3f−5/3.
Note that C will determine the strength of the turbulence. For the same type of air, ε will remain
the same and thus increasing C will result in an increase in the energy within the atmosphere. A key
feature of this energy spectrum is the −5/3 spatial frequency power law. This simple structure of
the energy spectrum will be useful in developing a model for the structure of the atmosphere. More
importantly, the frequency range for which this model is valid will be a defining assumption in the
development of the refractive index structure. Within this range, since the turbulence is statistically
isotropic and homogeneous, it is assumed that its PDF can be represented as a Gaussian with zero
mean and unit variance. These assumptions that are made within the inertial subrange allowed for
the development of a theoretical structure of the atmosphere [9] .
3.5 Index of refraction structure
Similar to the velocity structure of the atmosphere, the index of refraction in the atmosphere
is modeled in a statistical fashion. The index of refraction will inherently have a random turbulent
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motion. Thus, the index of refraction at any given point can be modeled by
n(~x, t) = 〈n〉+ n1(~x, t),
where 〈n〉 is the average of the index of refraction of the air (typically ≈ 1), and n1 describes the
fluctuations in the index of refraction. The problem is then determining the nature of n1(~x, t).
Based on the ideal gas law and the wavelength of the wave, the index of refraction is based on the





where T is the temperature of the air and P is the pressure. Assuming that the modeled turbulence
is within the inertial subrange, the pressure and the temperature can be modeled in a similar
fashion as the energy spectrum, giving rise to an eddy structure. Again, being within the inertial
subrange, the directional information of the turbulence is not important since it is locally isotropic.
The predicted structure by Kolmogorov was determined by a power spectral density (PSD) for the
index of refraction. For a temporally stationary realization of the turbulence structure, Kolmogorov
predicted the result to be given by





Here, C2n(h) takes on a similar role that it did in the energy spectrum, and determines the strength of
the atmosphere. Instead of representing the velocity it represents the strength of the fluctuations in
the refractive index. Based on unit analysis, C2n will have units of m
−2/3. Note that the directional
information of the spatial frequency ~f is not important, only its magnitude governs the structure
of the refractive index. Typically, the values for C2n(h) are experimentally determined based on the
global location of the turbulence and are a function of height h. The strength of the turbulence
is dependent on the geographical boundary conditions and the time of day. Since the refractive
index structure is temperature dependent, the strength of the turbulence will be higher near the
ground due to the strong convective effects of the Earth’s surface. It is because of this that imaging
through turbulence near the Earth’s surface is so difficult.
For emphasis, this model only applies within the inertial subrange. It will not accurately predict
the structure of the turbulence at spatial frequencies that are either too large or too small, similar
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to the −5/3 energy spectrum. However, the PSD does not directly give the refractive index as a
function of space. Similar to the energy spectrum, the PSD and autocorrelation of the refractive
index are a Fourier transform pair. Thus, the inverse Fourier transform of the PSD will give the






The refractive index can be used to determine the phase aberrations caused on the wavefront
based on (2.23). The phase aberrations on a wavefront that propagates through a layer of turbulence







The autocovariance of the phase is then,
Rφ = 〈φ(~x)φ(~x+ ~r)〉,














Note that (3.8) assumes a planar wavefront that is being propagated through the turbulence. In the
case of a spherical wave, the phase is expanding or compressing as it passes through the atmosphere.
This compression can be added to the power spectral density as a weighting to the frequency of
(z − h)/z for a converging wave, where h is the current propagation distance and z is the total















where h has replaced x3 as the current position in the propagation. We can rewrite the phase PSD
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will also yield the same result described in (3.11). Similar to the energy spectrum, Φφ is related
to the autocovariance of the turbulent structure. Here however, instead of containing information
about the velocity of the turbulence, it describes the phase structure in a statistical sense. The
autocovariance of the phase can be retrieved by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Φφ. This
relationship will be used to generate phase screens in the model [12].
3.6 Modeling Light Propagation Through Turbulence
3.6.1 The model
While (3.11) can describe the structure of the turbulence’s effect on the phase in a continuous
case, we are modeling the light propagation on a plane by plane basis. Thus, it is unreasonable to
model the turbulence in a continuous case over the course of the propagation. Ideally, to match
the propagation model, the turbulence model needs to describe the net effect of a 3D domain of
turbulence over a 2D plane, perpendicular to the propagation direction. This model is called a
thin layer model of the atmosphere. The net effect of the turbulence on the phase can be split
into several regions and realized on thin screens. Rather, we are taking the integral from 0 to z in
(3.9) and splitting it up into several parts. The evaluation of the integral can be determined for an
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experimentally determined C2n(h), giving the net effect of the phase on a single screen. Note that
since the statistical distribution of the turbulence structure is assumed to be a Gaussian with unit
variance and zero mean, the random effects of the turbulence in the integration will average out
over the course of the integral and only the total integrated strength of C2n(h) over the propagation
distance will impact the strength of the turbulence in the integral. The propagation between these
screens is assumed to be in a vacuum, the effect of the turbulence being accounted for only at
the individual screen. This allows for the propagation method to remain valid as the propagation
remains in a homogeneous medium. A sample turbulence profile as a function of height is the




−4/3 h ≤ 500m
(100016 )
−4/3 500m < h < 700m
(100016 )
−4/3( h700)








+ 3× 10−17 1000 ≤ h
. (3.14)
Using this model of C2n, the integral can be evaluated over the propagation distance z. The
integrated value of the turbulence can be expressed then on a 2D plane, which will account for
all of the perpendicular turbulent effects on the wavefront as it propagates. We can then add the
turbulent phase screen to a propagated solution on a 2D screen.
3.6.2 Simulating the model
A typical numerical method to create these phase screens was described by McGlamery [8].
First, a Gaussian set of complex random numbers is generated for each finite point. Based on
the assumed PDF of the turbulence structure, these numbers must have unit variance and zero
mean which can be pseudo randomly generated using a computer. In a sense, we want to generate
(complex) white noise across the numerical domain. This random set is then multiplied by the
square root of the PSD defined in (3.11). We are then inheriting the covariance structure of
the index of refraction. Taking an inverse FFT brings the phase perturbations out of spatial
frequency space and generates a complex random set of phase perturbations. Since both the real
and imaginary parts will inherently have a unique random weighting based on the PSD, we only
need to use one or the other. Based on this method, an equation to numerically simulate a random
instance of phase perturbations can be explicitly determined. We will use η and ξ as two N × N
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arrays of Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The discretized frequency




2 , or ||~f lp,q||2 =
√
(fp1 )
2 + (f q2 )
2. In
addition, the integral for Fried’s coherence length defined in (3.10) will have different bounds based
on the region of turbulence that the phase screen represents. For a phase screen located at discrete
locations xl3, it is assumed that it accounts for turbulence on either side, starting at x3 = hi and
ending at x3 = hf . Typically, the screen is located halfway in between the region of turbulence
that the screen represents, and the screens must represent turbulence along the entire propagation














The integral can be handled numerically, as can the inverse Fourier transform using (2.28), allowing

















It can be noted that at ~fn,m = ~0 the computation of Ψ will go to infinity. To avoid this, the phase
screen is forced to 0 if ~fn,m = ~0. It should also be noted that there is a limiting frequency resolution
based on the uniform mesh. The accuracy of this method can be increased using a subharmonic
grid spacing, having increased frequency mesh resolution near the origin. However, in the interest
of speed, subharmonic intervals will not be implemented. A sample turbulent phase screen is shown
in Figure 3.1.
For these phase screens, the phase aberrations are imposed to be periodic on the boundaries.
While this can be a limitation in some instances, for the purposes of our simulation it will actually
be a useful property since the method of propagation relies on Fourier transforms which will also
assume periodic solutions. This means that the phase screen will appear to be continuous by
the FFT past the defined discrete domain [12] . The periodic effect over the screen is strictly
nonphysical. We will not see this effect as we will only be using a small portion near the center of
the generated phase screens, completely avoiding the periodic boundaries.
In the developed propagated model, we can simulate the effects of the turbulence by adding the
determined phase screen from (3.16) to the solution. If the discrete integrated turbulence effects
on the wavefront over a plane is Ψln,m, over the same discrete domain Ω
l
D, we can simulate the
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Figure 3.1: An example of a turbulent phase screen. Note that the turbulence structure resembles
clouds.









n,m is the modeled solution on the l
th plane with the turbulent effects added to the wave-
front. These turbulent effects can be added in between numerical propagations described in (2.29),
modeling the turbulent effects encountered by wave in the propagation distance. Thus, forward
























The phase screens created to model the turbulence will be used to determine the effectiveness of
the reconstruction. For most propagations, there will be no induced turbulent effects on the first
propagation iteration. Namely, to determine the screen for l = 1, the discrete phase perturbation
on U0n,m is Ψ
0




n,m. We will then use (3.17) to simulate
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wavefront propagation through turbulence.
3.6.3 Model verification
The model described in (3.16) can be tested by looking at the statistics of the phase screens it
generates. Traditionally, because turbulent processes are non stationary, the average values of the
random process will change over time. For this application, this means that both the temperature
and thus the refractive index, will vary at different times. To avoid introducing the potential error of
these changing means in the autocovariance (and thus the PSD), Kolmogorov introduced structure
functions. He defined the structure function to be
D(τ) = 2[R(0)−R(τ)].
The structure function in time can also be applied to spatial statistics. In particular we are
interested in the spatial structure function of the phase in our generated phase screens, or
Dφ(~r) = 2[Rφ(~0)−Rφ(~r)]. (3.18)
We can rewrite (3.18) in terms of the autocovariance of the refractive index based on the relationship










Here, Dφ represents the structure function of an infinitely thin slice of the atmosphere. Based on
Kolmogorov’s hypothesis and unit analysis, we find that the refractive index has a simple structure






Note again that the structure is described by ||~r||2, removing the need for directional information
about the turbulent motion. This only holds in the inertial subrange when the turbulent motion
is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. Since the distance added by the height of the phase
screen must also be accounted for, ||~r||22 from (3.20) becomes ||~r||22 + z2 and the structure function
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)1/3 − z2/3] dz. (3.21)











where hli and h
l
f represent the initial final height that the screen represents respectively. Recall that
Cn is a function of height, or Cn = Cn(h). In addition, the analysis up to this point has assumed
that the wave is planar, removing the need for the compression factor of z/(z − h) of the spherical
phase. Expressing (3.22) in terms of Fried’s coherence length for the lth screen for a planar wave







We can then use the theoretical structure function to test the validity of the generated phase
screen. By choosing a known Cn(h) function (as in (3.14)), and setting a propagation path for a
given wavelength, we can determine the theoretical value of Dφ as a function of ~r. Using the same
turbulence profile parameters, a phase screen is generated using (3.16). The generated phase screen
is then used to determine a calculated structure function Dcφ. Using the definition of the structure
function, we see that
Dφ(~r) = 2[〈(φ(~x)− 〈φ(~x)〉)(φ(~x)− 〈φ(~x)〉)〉 − 〈(φ(~x)− 〈φ(~x)〉)(φ(~x+ ~r)− 〈φ(~x+ ~r)〉)〉].
By construction, the average value 〈φ(~x)〉 = 0, and since the atmosphere is assumed to be homo-
geneous and isotropic in this range, 〈φ(~x+ ~r)〉 is also 0, making the structure function
Dφ(~r) = 2[〈φ(~x)φ(~x)〉 − 〈φ(~x)φ(~x+ ~r)〉],
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or
Dφ(~r) = 2 [ 〈φ(~x) (φ(~x)− φ(~x+ ~r))〉 ] .
Then looking at a phase screen generated using (3.16), we can determine the computed structure
function by using the phase data at discrete mesh points. To accomplish this, we need to look at
all points that lie a fixed distance α away from each other. We then take all points ~rc = xi,j −xn,m
for all n,m, i, j = 1...N such that ||~rc||2 = α, and use the associated phase data points in Ψn,m to
determine the computed structure function
Dcφ(~rc) = 2〈Ψn,m (Ψn,m −Ψi,j)〉.
The average here is accomplished by taking all possible combinations of points of Ψn,m and Ψi,j
that are a set distance ||~rc||2 away and the result of each Ψn,m (Ψn,m −Ψi,j) separated by that
distance are averaged based on the number of those points. The computed structure function is
then compared to the theoretical structure function. A sample structure function comparison is
shown in Figure 3.2. This comparison was done for a WSMR profile with a horizontal propagation
path of 10km and a wavelength of λ = 10−6, using N = 512 mesh points and a total field of view
of 3.072m. While the calculated Dcφ is less than the theoretical Dφ, the slopes are the same. This
indicates that the simulated phase screen contains the same overall structure as the theory. The
difference between Dcφ and Dφ can be attributed in part to the discrete mesh used to simulate the
turbulence. Because the mesh is finite, energy described in the PSD is lost at higher frequencies
that the discrete mesh cannot capture. This results in a consistently lower phase represented in the
generated phase screen. The calculated Dcφ will then be less than Dφ by a constant factor based on
the lower phase in the phase screen. However, the difference between Dcφ and Dφ is minor and the
more important result is that the slopes match, indicating a similarity in turbulent structure [6].
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Figure 3.2: The calculated structure function of the generated phase screen compared against the
theoretical structure function based on the turbulence profile. Note that the slope of the calculated
Dφ matches the slope of the theoretical Dφ.
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CHAPTER 4
Reconstruction of refractive index structure
4.1 Problem Geometry
Consider a point source that propagates through turbulence a total distance z. After this
distance the resultant phase of this wavefront is measured over a circular aperture with a known
diameter D. For convenience, the origin of the coordinate system will be in the center of the
aperture. Additionally, since much of this problem focuses on planes at fixed heights, the coordinate
system will be broken up into the height of given plane h, and the two dimensional vector ~x =
(x1, x2) which will describe the lateral components of any given point on that plane, as in Figure
2.3. The position of the point source can be expressed as being at height z and shifted an angle
~θ = (θ1, θ2) from the plane’s lateral origin ~x = (0, 0). Using the small angle approximation (a fair
assumption given the scale of the problem where z >> D), the lateral position for the point source
can be written as (zθ1, zθ2).
The turbulence can be modeled as a series of turbulent phase screens that each account for
some integrated section of the turbulence effects on a wavefront’s phase. These phase screens are
assumed to occur as infinitely thin sheets in the propagation path of the wavefront that each linearly
perturb the wavefront’s phase. Assuming geometric optics, for L screens that are at a height hl
above the aperture ψl(~x, hl) for l = 1, ..., L, the resultant phase of a point source at a height z and


















Note that since the wavefront is from a point source, the wavefront as seen at the aperture plane is
compressed at phase screen above the aperture. This is apparent in the multiplication of ~x by the
factor z−hlz . Additionally, the wavefront is shifted by a factor of
~θhl. This phase φ at the aperture
can come from any angle ~θ [14].
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Figure 4.1: Propagation path of a point source shifted by some angle ~θb from the origin. The final
phase φb is perturbed by each phase screen ψl.
4.1.1 Converting to the Spatial Frequency Domain
By taking the Fourier transform of (4.1) the spatial shift in the propagation becomes an expo-
nential multiplier. In general for a function u(x1, x2) and real constants α, β, a, and b then











































































It is worth noting that αl is associated with the compression of the wavefront in frequency space.
The solution at the aperture plane in frequency space will be much easier to handle with the
exponential multiplier as the linear shift. In addition, the statistics of the atmosphere that the
reconstruction method will exploit, are based on the spatial frequency domain. The solutions ac-
quired will be all that is necessary in the reconstruction process. Other than the a priori knowledge
of the statistics, no knowledge of the turbulent phase screens that the simulated wavefront prop-
agated through is required in the reconstruction process. In a real world application φb would be
measured from incoming light by a WFS [14].
4.2 Linear Estimation from Multiple Laser Guide Stars
4.2.1 General Form
Consider attempting to determine the best estimate for the phase of a propagated point source
at a target direction based on ~θb. This can be done by creating a linear estimation based on data
obtained from the propagation of various stars located around the target angle ~θb. Taking B laser
guide stars and assuming that the phase is measured directly, the measured phase from each guide
star is ỹb for b = 1, ..., B. Since the measurement will have noise, the measured phase is
ỹb = φ̃b + ṽb,
where φ̃b is the phase of the b
th guidestar and ṽb is the noise of the measuring device for the b
th

















where ~θb is the angular shift associated with the b
th guide star. The goal is to then determine g̃b that
will minimize the error in the phase reconstruction in the target direction. Using the expression

























We are then expressing the phase at the aperture plane based on the refractive index of the atmo-
sphere in a thin layer model. φ̃ is the best estimate for what the phase would be if it had been
propagated through the turbulence starting a distance z away and at an angle ~θ from the center
of the aperture. Note that this implies that there does not have to be a φb located in the direction
that you want to determine φ(~f, ~θ) [14].
4.2.2 Determining the Reconstruction Error
Using the general expression for the reconstruction phase as in (4.5), the residual phase error
can be determined. Calling the actual phase in the target direction Φ̃, the error of the phase in the



















































































Additionally, define the quantity P (~f, h) to be































The error between the actual and estimated phase in the target direction is based on a weighting
of the phase screens with the correct frequency stretching to match the converging point source.
Note that the error will inherit the same structure as the turbulent screens ψb [14].
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4.2.3 Handling the Error as a Weighted Turbulence Profile
















corresponds to a spherical wave propagation through turbulence. Assuming Kolmogorov type
turbulence, the power spectral density for this type of propagation can be described by the power






















n(h) is the weighted turbulence profile function. With














Then for any given phase screen, the error can be considered to have a Kolmogorov power spectral
density for a spherical wave propagation weighted by a factor P . Thus the power spectral density


























































































































































and the complex B ×B matrix Ã defined in spatial frequency space that has (b, b′) entries



































Then minimizing the power spectral density of the error with respect to g̃ will result in minimizing
the residual phase error of the phase reconstruction. This will ensure that the determined g̃ is the
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least error estimate in the linear estimate [14].
4.2.4 Minimizing the Error of the Reconstructed Phase
To minimize the residual phase error, take the derivative of Φε with respect to the weighting








Keeping in mind that the original consideration of ãb,b′ being the (b, b
′) entry of the matrix Ã and
further considering c̃b to be the b
th entry of a B × 1 vector ~̃c and similarly g̃b to be the bth entry of
a B × 1 vector ~̃g, then a linear system emerges
~̃c = [Ã+ v′](~̃g)∗,
where I is the identity matrix and v′ is a B × B diagonal matrix with (b, b) component being v2b .






If the device measuring the wavefront has noise (which is almost guaranteed), a solution to the
inversion [Ã+v′]−1 exists since by construction A is Hermitian. Numerically however, the diagonal
values of v′ will be artificially imposed to be 1% of the max of the matrix A. Using the computed








φ is the vector whose bth component is the Fourier transform of the phase from

































Note that the expression for s̃b is completely independent of the viewing direction ~θ. Thus s̃b
can determined for any viewing direction regardless of the initial beacon placement. Granted, the
s̃b that is determined may not be accurate for a reconstruction angle ~θ if the beacons used in
determining s̃b are not close to ~θ. We can now use (4.8) to determine the reconstructed refractive
index for any arbitrary reconstruction direction ~θ [14].
4.3 Determining the Refractive Index Reconstruction
Consider using the expression for the phase from an arbitrary point source as described in (4.3)























Then consider splitting up the integral over the domain [0, z] on the right hand side into the
summation of L sub domains [hl−1, hl] for l = 1, ..., L with h0 = 0. Let these sub domains correspond

























[3] Since the sub domains by construction correspond to the region of the atmosphere accounted












































This expression of determining ψl at a certain height will be the reconstruction of the phase pertur-
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bations in the direction ~θ. Typically, ~θ is in the center of the viewing area, or ~θ = 0. Based on (2.24)
the added refractive index is an infinitely thin slice of the integral in (4.9) with the appropriate





















Here, n1 represents the variance of the refractive index from its average value, and will be the
contributing term to the phase aberrations. However, in the propagation model we are concerned
about the phase perturbations to the wavefront as it propagates, it is often unnecessary to determine
the refractive index from (4.10 ) , but rather use (4.9) and add those phase perturbations to the
wavefront. The additional scaling αl is resolved by scaling the coordinate system based on the
height of the reconstructed screen.
4.4 Anisoplanatic Errors
Up to this point in the reconstruction, we have not put any physical boundaries on what angles
~θ and ~θb that can be used and still obtain accurate results. This limitation is however of great
importance, and limits the range of the reconstruction process. Viewing through turbulence at
an angle ~θb will yield no information about the turbulence at an angle ~θ is the two angles are
drastically different. Imagine viewing a star at an angle ~θ = (0, 0) based on the input from a
beacon at angle ~θb = (π/4, π/4). The light would propagate through entirely different regions of
turbulence and the reconstruction would assume that the phase perturbations in ~θ would be similar
to that of ~θb, resulting in a large error in the reconstruction. This error is what is known as angular
anisoplanatism, introduced by Fried in 1982.
Given a total propagation distance z, the linear shift of a viewing direction from the target
direction ~θ as a function of height h can be approximated by (~θb − ~θ)h. Calling the net shift in






The variance of the wavefront phase error based on the (4.11) and the linear shift in height from a
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It is easy to see that in an average sense, increasing the difference in the viewing and target angle
increases the error on the order of almost O(||d~θ||22). There are additional limitations that arise
in the implementation of wavefront corrections, especially for systems that are aiming to view the
wavefronts at conjugate planes that do not lie at the aperture. Typically, this problem arises in
the development of multi conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) systems, where the wavefronts are
viewed at various heights in the atmosphere and corrected for at that height. In this paper we will
focus only on viewing at the aperture of the system (h = 0). The important thing to remember
however is the error associated with increasing the angle difference is on the order of ||d~θ||5/32 . To
give a sense of scale, for a propagation distance of 10, 000m and a coherence length of r0 = 0.20m,
to keep the variance of the anisoplanatic phase error below one tenth of a wave, the difference in




5.1 Generating simulated phase data
To generate phase data to use in the reconstruction process, light propagation through turbulent
phase screens was simulated using the methods previously described. Point sources were placed
at known locations in the initial condition and propagated to a simulated aperture. To simulate
a point source, a small diffraction limited spot was placed at the desired locations and given the
appropriate diverging spherical phase. The size of the diffraction limited spot is based on the
diameter of a large artificial aperture with radius w, and is given the shape of an Airy pattern. In
a sense, the initial point source is the solution of a circular aperture propagated through a vacuum
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where z is the total propagation distance and e−
ik
z
(y1+y2) represents the viewing angle and is often
referred to as tilt. The tilt on the initial condition will manifest in moving the final solution from ~y
to the origin. After the propagation of the initial condition (5.1) through turbulent phase screens,
the resultant phase of the simulated data is saved. To mimic a real optical system, the wavefront
is stripped of any spherical phase and tilt and is then used as the inputted φb in the reconstruction
process. A sample of an input phase at the aperture is shown in Figure 5.1. Note that since we
should be in a geometric optics regime, the phase inherits the structure of the atmosphere as it
propagates. To ensure that the turbulent effects on the wavefront remain in a geometric optics
regime, the wavelength will be relatively large. Once the reconstruction has been determined,
the weight of the phase screens can be changed to reflect its stronger effects on waves with shorter
wavelengths. From (2.23), the phase changes φ0 on a wavefront with wavelength λ0 from a refractive
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Figure 5.1: A sample forward propagated solution through turbulence as seen by the aperture. The
solution is cutoff and set to 0 outside the imposed aperture. The units on the color graph are in
radians.




















Using phase aberrations that would be induced by a wavefront with wavelength λ0 in the recon-
struction process, would create reconstructed phase screens for wavefronts with the same wave-
length. Those same reconstructed phase screens can be used for smaller wavelength waves at λ1
by multiplying the original reconstructed screen by the ratio of the original wavelength λ0 and
the new wavelength λ1. This allows the simulated forward propagation to remain in a geometric
optics regime, while the effects of the propagation of a shorter wavelength can induce diffraction
effects. Higher turbulence strengths will be modeled using this method, creating clean reconstruc-
tion screens using input data from waves with longer wavelengths and then weighting those screens
for a shorter wavelength.
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5.2 Determining anisoplanatic errors
To test acceptable ranges for the total shift ~y in the initial condition, a single beacon is used
to reconstruct phase screens in a central target location. Rather, we are testing the effects of the
anioplanatism in the reconstruction process. In these test cases, the lone beacon will be placed at
the initial plane, shifted from the origin based on a viewing angle ~θb, resulting in a total shift of
~y = ~θbz, where z is the total propagation distance. The result of this beacon’s propagation will be
recorded over a circular receiving aperture located in the center of a solution plane a distance z
away from the initial beacon location. That simulated phase data will then be used to reconstruct
a phase screen in a target direction ~θ = ~0. The difference between the target angle and the beacon
angle is simply ~θb. For the purposes of comparison, the wavefront is propagated through only one
phase screen located halfway through the propagation. The reconstruction will then also be located
halfway through the propagation. The reconstructed phase screen and the initial phase screen used
in the forward propagation will be directly compared. Over the reconstructed area, the total RMS
error of the phase aberrations will be computed based on the location of the initial beacon angle
~θb.
The direct reconstruction phase error will be computed for various beacon angles. These angles
will range from ~θb = ~0 to 2.5 times the anisoplanatic angle for the simulated turbulence parameters.
Nominally, the turbulence structure will be modeled by (3.14) for an 10km propagation distance
and r0 = 32.3cm. A simulated 3.8µm wavelength is used to generate the simulated initial data
and a phase screen is reconstructed for a wavelength of 1µm. The mesh size is determined based
on N = 2048 and a total viewing length A = 3.072. The results of the reconstructed phase error
are shown in Figure 5.2. As expected, the total RMS error increases steadily up to and beyond
the anisoplanatic angle. However, there is still a significant increase to the reconstruction error
beyond 12θ0. To minimize anisoplanatic errors in the reconstruction, the initial beacons will be
placed within 12θ0. This may limit the total possible reconstruction area that can accurately be
resolved, but this is a known limitation without the use of multiple viewing planes in an MCAO
type system [2].
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Figure 5.2: Error of reconstructing a phase screen based on increasing viewing angle θb. The total
viewing angle is normalized against the anisoplanatic angle θ0.
5.3 Reconstruction using multiple beacons
To obtain a more accurate reconstruction in a target direction ~θ, more initial beacon point
sources can be used. Each beacon will be located in different locations and thus sample different
regions of turbulence. Each beacon propagation will be handled separately from each other, and
inputted as the individual φb in the reconstruction process. The beacon point sources will be placed
symmetrically around the desired target location ~θ. The general layouts of possible beacon ”con-
stellation” configurations are shown in Figure 5.3. These configurations will be used for the results
given which will be based on the denoted number of beacons used for the forward propagation. To
avoid anisoplanatic errors in the reconstruction, the beacons will be placed at a max of 12θ0z from
the origin.
For demonstration purposes, a single wavefront was propagated through one layer of turbulence
and used as the input simulated phase data. This data was used in the reconstruction process
to determine the solution in a different viewing direction. For these tests, the total propagation
distance will be z = 10, 000m, the wavelength λ = 3.8×10−6 and the total viewing area A = 3.072m
in both x̂1 and x̂2 directions. The aperture used at the viewing plane will be 0.5m in diameter.
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Figure 5.3: Symmetric constellation beacon layout patterns based on the number of beacons used.
Nominally, the target direction ~θ is located at the origin.
Based on the results of the convergence of the method, to get below 2 digit accuracy using the
propagation method, 1024 mesh points are used in the forward solver and in the reconstruction
process.
Reconstructing the turbulent phase screen was performed using an increased number of beacons
arranged in a circularly symmetric pattern as in Figure 5.3. The reconstruction process was used
for an increased number of beacons for a turbulent atmosphere with an r0 of 0.322m. The used
turbulent screen and the reconstructed screen are compared directly, as in the anisoplanatic error
tests. The RMS error for each reconstruction is determined based on the number of beacons used.
A sample reconstruction and the associated error is shown in Figure 5.4 The resultant RMS error
versus beacon numbers is shown in Figure 5.5.
Note that for increased number of beacons used, the RMS error decreases when the reconstruc-
tion is performed in a single target direction (with the exception of 4 beacons which I believe to
be an anomaly due to the symmetry of the beacons and how that translates to the reconstruction
matrix A).
5.4 Back propagation
It is reassuring to visually see that the method is reconstructing a valid representation of the
index of refraction. However accurate the reconstructed phase screen is, there is no guarantee
that it will provide sufficient information about the turbulence to fully correct for a wavefront. In
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Figure 5.4: The resultant reconstruction based on using 4 beacons arranged without a center beacon
and reconstructed in one direction.
Figure 5.5: RMS error of reconstruction compared to actual phase screen based on beacons used.
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addition, only using one turbulent phase screen in the forward propagation does not model the
turbulence in a continuous sense very well. To better model the 3D structure of the turbulence,
more phase screens will need to be used. By using a different number of turbulent phase screens than
reconstruction screens, we can be sure to avoid any possible inferences the method may make by
placing the screens at the same location. We will be more interested in how a wavefront looks after
it has been propagated through the reconstructed screens. More specifically, we will be interested
in comparing a wavefront that has propagated through the initial turbulent phase screens to a
wavefront propagated through the reconstructed phase screens. To this end, we will instead forward
propagate the simulated data through 10 phase screens that are uniformly spaced. The simulated
data will be used to generate less than 10 reconstructed screens. Ideally, we want to be able to
simulate what the phase of the higher wavelength wavefront will look like after it has propagated
through the turbulence. In the real world, we will not have access to the simulated phase screens
used in generating the forward propagated simulated solutions. The effects of the turbulence can
only be simulated using the reconstructed screens from the lower wavelength wavefront. We can
then test the accuracy of the reconstructed screens by propagating the higher wavelength through
the properly weighted reconstructed phase screens. As a reference point, the same wavelength will
be propagated through the initial phase screens used in generating the forward wave solution. The
wavefront propagated through the initial phase screens will be considered the ’actual’ result of the
wave propagation and the wavefront propagated through reconstructed phase screens will be the
’computed’ result. The phase and amplitude results of both propagations will be compared over a
circular aperture to determine the effectiveness of the reconstruction.
A useful metric to compare both amplitude and phase of the resultant wavefront is called the
Strehl ratio. This ratio compares an unaberrated wavefront to the aberrated wavefront. Typically,
this is done by comparing a wavefront that would propagate to a diffraction limited spot over the
receiving aperture. The result of the wavefront that is propagated through the optical aberrations
can then be compared to a theoretical limit of the diffraction limited spot. The Strehl ratio can be










where (~x) represents the amplitude of the wavefront as a function of ~x and φ(~x) is the associated
phase [7] . While this is a useful metric, especially to compare maximum intensities, we are more
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interested in how well the effects of the reconstructed phase screens compare to the effects of the
initial phase screens. Thus, instead of viewing φ(~x) as the aberrations off of the point source, we are
instead interested in difference in phase between a wavefront propagated through the reconstructed
phase screens and a wavefront propagated through the initial phase screens. We will then take φ(~x)
in (5.2) to be
φ(~x) = φa(~x)− φc(~x),
where φc(~x) is the phase of the wavefront that has propagated through the reconstructed phase
screens and φa(~x) is the phase of the wavefront that has propagated through the initial phase




c(~x), we see that A(~x) = Aa(~x)Ac(~x), where Aa(~x) and Ac(~x) represent
the amplitude of the wavefront after propagation through the initial phase screens and reconstructed








to be the solution of the wavefront propagated through the initial phase screens and
U c(~x) = Ac(~x)eiφ
c(~x),











where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Note that by construction S is real, positive and S ≤ 1,
an equality arising when Ua(~x) = U c(~x). This will allow us to compare the phase and amplitude
difference between the two results succinctly, results closer to 1 indicating that the two solutions
are similar and lower results representing fewer similarities. Additionally, we will not have to rely
on direct phase differences which computationally can be difficult since complex exponentials are
forced to be within a −π to π range. (Imagine a phase solution that is ε1 less than π, compared to
a solution that is ε2 greater than −π. While in reality the phase difference is only ε1 + ε2, a direct
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Figure 5.6: Strehl ratios for back propagation through reconstructed turbulence. At lower r0, the
maximum Strehl achieved decreases.
phase difference computation would result in 2π − (ε1 + ε2), creating a misleading result.)
Using the Strehl ratio defined in (5.3), we can test how well the reconstructed screens actually
model the initial screens for a wavefront propagation. After the reconstruction process is completed,
we will send a point source located at the origin as defined in (5.1) and use the propagation model
to back propagate the wavefront to a receiving aperture. This initial condition will be propagated
through the initial phase screens to generate Ua(~x) and then the same initial condition will be
propagated through the reconstructed screens to obtain U c(~x). We can use the obtained Ua and
U c to test the reconstruction process against multiple different parameters, such as number of
beacons used and turbulence strength. The accuracy of the reconstruction as a function of beacons
used and turbulence strength is shown in Figure 5.6
The metric of turbulence strength is coherence length r0. The smaller r0 represents stronger
turbulence and therefore stronger phase aberrations. Note that the Strehl reaches an upper limit,
and the effects of adding more beacons to the reconstruction process does little to improve the
Strehl. This upper limit is decreased based on lower values of r0. To accurately correct for stronger
turbulence, something must be done to increase the recorded Strehl ratios.
Despite the accuracy of the reconstruction on a phase screen by phase screen basis, more infor-
mation about the turbulence is needed to fully correct for the aberrations as a wave is propagated.
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Figure 5.7: Symmetric constellation target layout patterns based on the number of reconstruction
target angles used.
We can increase the knowledge of the turbulence by reconstructing a larger area. This is accom-
plished by using the same reconstruction process in multiple target directions. Instead of using one
~θ, we will repeat the process for multiple ~θk target reconstruction directions.
5.5 Reconstruction in multiple directions
Using the same reconstruction process as previously used, the area of the reconstruction can be
increased by reconstructing in K target directions ~θk, for k = 1, 2, ...K. As previously stated, the
reconstruction process can be done independently of the location of the beacons. To ensure that
the reconstruction process is not inferring information about the atmosphere that is not known, the
reconstruction will be applied to target directions near where the initial beacons were located. Using
the star layout as used in Figure 5.7, the atmosphere is reconstructed in each beacon direction. For
any area of overlap in the reconstruction directions, the results are averaged based on the number
of overlaps. A sample reconstruction in multiple directions with averaged overlaps is shown in
Figure 5.8. Note that the area of the reconstruction is greatly increased. With a greater range of
reconstructed turbulence, we should see greater Strehl ratios compared to the single reconstruction
direction cases using the same turbulence phase screens Unfortunately, the edges between the
overlaps in the reconstruction are noticeable. These edge effects can be apparent in the simulated
propagation of a wavefront through it. To reduce these edge effects, a smoothing Gaussian kernel
is applied to the pieced together reconstruction. The variance of the Gaussian kernel applied is the
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Figure 5.8: The resultant reconstruction based on using 3 beacons arranged with a center beacon
and reconstructed back in the three directions.
Figure 5.9: The resultant reconstruction based on using 3 beacons arranged with a center beacon
and reconstructed back in the three directions with a Gaussian kernel applied to the result.
diffraction limit based on the height of the reconstructed screen and the diameter of the receiving
aperture. An example of this smoothing kernel is shown in Figure 5.9.
The error of the Gaussian smoothed function is comparable to the initial reconstruction except
without the hard edges of the averaging overlaps. This feature will improve the wavefront correction
when simulating a forward propagation through the reconstructed turbulence. It does however
increase the error near the very edge of the reconstruction due to the rounding off from the Gaussian
kernel. What is more important, is that by reconstructing in multiple directions, we can more
accurately account for the effects of the turbulent aberrations. For a case where r0 = 9.14cm,
we see a dramatic increase in the Strehl ratio of the reconstruction as shown in Figure 5.10.
It is clear that using multiple reconstruction directions greatly improves the performance of the
reconstruction. While it may not be necessary in weaker turbulence, it makes a significant impact
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Figure 5.10: Improvement of Strehl ratio when reconstructed in multiple directions. Here r0 =
9.14cm and 4 input phase beacons are used.
in higher turbulent strength scenarios. The only hindrance is that by adding more reconstruction
directions, the computation time has also increased. There is then a balance between the number
of reconstructions that can be made before the turbulence shifts, and determining how many
reconstructions are necessary to achieve the desired reconstruction.
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CHAPTER 6
High Performance Computing Simulation
6.1 Computational order
While it is good to be able to reconstruct the atmospheric turbulence, the reconstruction must
be done in a reasonable amount of time. To this end, the computational complexity of the process
needs to be evaluated for a fixed data size N . Overall, the structure of the total computation can be
broken into two parts: the determination of ~̃s = [A+v′]−1~φ, from (4.7) and the final reconstruction
ψl of all L phase screens, l = 1, 2, ..L from (4.9). This split is fairly natural since computing ~̃s is
done independently of the target directions ~θk and computing ψl requires ~̃s and ~θk. Determining
the computational complexity will give a handle on the computation time based on the parameters
used in the reconstruction.
To compute the solution of the reconstructed phase screen in (4.9), a value for every finite




















(i2π( zz−h)~fp,q ·(~θb−~θk)h)dh, (6.1)






. Within (6.1), we can determine the complexity of s̃b separately. From
(4.7), we know that
~̃s = [Ã+ v′]−1
~̃
φ.
What is not apparent in the writing of ~̃s, is that it is evaluated for every discrete ~fp,q. In reality,
we are interested in determining






φp,q represents the p, q discrete frequency component of the Fourier transform of the input
data φb. Each component of
~̃
φp,q corresponds to the phase data from the b
th beacon at the ~fp,q
discrete frequency location. It is assumed that the input data from each φb is given, meaning the
only computation in determining
~̃
φ are two dimensional FFTs. Applying a 2D FFT on each input
φb, which each have O(N2) points requires O(N2 log(N2)) computations. In total, if there are B
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input phase data sets, the computation time to compute
~̃
φ is O(BN2 log(N2)).
Determining the computation complexity of Ã comes from the definition of Ã from (4.6). At
the discrete frequency ~fp,q,























and c0 is defined as








For these integrations, an analytic approach is difficult to obtain and hence it will be numerically














































We will assume that is takes α1 operations to compute Cn(hd) at every point hd and α2 computa-











hd , and Cn(hd) once for d = 0, 1, ...D. Thus we have O((2+α2)D), O(2D), and O(α1D) operations
for each respectively. Computing the sum in (6.3) then requires O(5(D − 1)) operations, making
the total number of operations to determine c0 on the order of
O((4 + α1 + α2)D) +O(5(D − 1)),
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or roughly
O((9 + α1 + α2)D),
operations.
Similarly, we can assume that it takes η operations to determine the exponential ei2πξhd for









. Computing ξ at every point hd
then requires O(8D) operations. It then takes O((10+η)D) operations to compute ei2πξhd , making
the total number of operations to compute C̃(ξ) on the order of
O((14 + α1 + α2 + η)D) +O(7(D − 1)),
or roughly
O((21 + α1 + α2 + η)D).
At this point, since α1, α2, and η are constants that will not depend on any scaling parameter
(such as the number of input beacons B or number of mesh points N), we can say that the total
computation of c0 is of order O(D) and the total computation of C̃(ξ) is also of order O(D). This
makes the computation of each Ãb,b′ for b, b
′ = 1, 2, ...B on the order of O(D), making the total
computation of Ã on the order of O(B2D).
Computing v′ is fairly straightforward since it requires multiplying the noise v2 by the identity
matrix I. This means that the total computation of v′ is on the order of O(B).
Finally, the computation of inverting a B×B matrix inversion is O(B3) using a direct method.
The vector multiply to obtain [Ã + v′]−1
~̃
φp,q requires O(B
2). Thus the total computation cost to
determine ~̃sp,q, excluding the computation of the Fourier transform of φb, is on the order
O(B3) +O(B2D) +O(B2) +O(B).
Taking only the higher computation powers yields a total computation for ~̃sp,q on the order of
around
O(B3) +O(B2D).
However, ~̃s must be computed for every p, q = 1, 2, ...N . This means that the same computation
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must be performed N2 times, making the final computation time for ~̃s at every discrete frequency
O(N2B3 +N2B2D).
This added to the cost of taking the Fourier transform of each φb is
O(N2B3 +N2B2D +BN2 log(N2)).
Once ~̃s has been determined at every frequency, we can compute the computational complexity
of ψln,m in (6.1). Ignoring the FFT portion of (6.1), we see that computing ψ
l
n,m also relies on
taking an integral. We will handle that integral with the discretization of h into D − 1 even
intervals creating the set
hld =
(hl − hl−1)× d
D − 1
,
where d = 0, ...D − 1. Similar to the computation of ~̃s, the numerical integration will be evaluated































































From determining ~̃s, we know that computing C̃(ξ) and c0 are both of the order of O(D). This
means that once ~̃s has been determined, we need to compute (6.4) for every beacon direction B and
every reconstruction direction K making the computation on the order of O(BKD). Again, this
process must be performed at every discrete frequency, implying that (6.4) must be computed N2
times. The final order of computation before the inverse Fourier transform is then O(N2BKD).
Assuming that the inverse Fourier transform is on the order of O(N2 log(N2)) implies that the
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total computation time for determining ψl is
O(N2BKD +N2 log(N2)).
This process must be done for every reconstructed screen, making the final computation for all
screens on the order of
O(N2LBKD + LN2 log(N2)).
As can be seen, this computation can quickly become cumbersome, particularly at a higher number
of mesh points. Fortunately, we can readily split the computation at each discrete frequency among
multiple processors. This will allow for reasonable computation times even for higher resolution
reconstructions.
6.2 Parallelization with Multiple CPU Cores
In reality, the reconstruction process must occur as rapidly as possible to ensure that the
measured turbulence is temporally stationary. If it takes too long, the turbulence can either move
or change altogether. To improve the speed of the precess, it can be parallelized using multiple
processing cores. Since the method relies on computations at every discrete frequency, it is readily
parallelized by evenly distributing the computation for each frequency between cores. This will
create good speedups as well as being load balanced since the computation at each frequency is the
same and each core can receive the same number of frequencies to compute.
6.2.1 Implementation
The parallelization of the process will be split into two parts. The computation of the vector
~̃s used in (4.8), and the computation of the reconstructed phase screen in (4.9). Determining the
vector ~̃s independently without computing the total reconstructed phase comes with some benefits.
First is that the computation of the phase screen reconstruction depends on the target direction
while ~̃s does not. Then we can calculate ~̃s once and use it to reconstruct in any desired target
direction ~θ. For the same turbulence instance, we can compute the reconstruction in multiple
directions separately and in parallel using a single saved set of data ~̃s.
The process for computing the vector ~̃s at every discrete frequency is obviously parallel. For
a discrete mesh of N × N points, this means that there the computation of A in (4.6) must be
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computed N2 times, and thus ~̃s must also be performed N2 times. However, the computation of
~̃s at each discrete frequency is independent of ~̃s at any other discrete frequency. This means that
N2 computations of ~̃s for each frequency can be evenly split between P cores. For simplicity, when
using P cores, the data from each beacon source is evenly split in one dimension, leaving P data
sets of size N/P ×N . More specifically, the initial φb input data is split into smaller φpb sets where,
for p = 1, 2, ...P − 1
φpb(j,m) = φb(n,m),
for
b = 1, 2, ...B,
m = 1, 2, ..., N,
n = (p− 1)N
P
+ j, and




Again, the last core will pick up any remaining frequencies if N is not evenly divisible by P , or
φpb(j,m) = φb(n,m) for
n = (p− 1)N
P
+ j,









In the above expressions, the quotient N/P is assumed to be taken as an integer. Then for B initial
phase input data sets, the pth core will get all φpb for b = 1, 2, ..., B to use in the computation of
~̃s.
Each core will then compute (4.7) for each of its assigned pixels using the distributed input phase
data φpb . This will include the numerical integration and matrix inversion of Ã. Each core will
simply loop through all of its assigned discrete frequencies and compute ~̃s one discrete frequency
at a time. The end result is that each core contains N/P ×N ×B (or N/P +mod (N/P )×N ×B)
complex data points which are gathered into one N ×N ×B array, representing ~̃s at each discrete
frequency.
After computing the necessary array for ~̃s, the final phase reconstruction can be determined in
parallel. Similar to the distribution of data for the computation of ~̃s, the computation of the final
phase screen reconstruction ψl can be split up by frequency before the inverse Fourier transform
is taken. Rather, instead of computing ψl, each core is instead computing ψ̃l = FT [ψl]. For each
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reconstructed screen ψ̃l, the solution at each point can be determined in parallel since no point
depends on another. Thus, for P processors, the computation of ψ̃l in (4.9) is split into P parts,
ψ̃pl , where
ψ̃pl (j,m) = ψ̃l(l,m),
for
m = 1, 2, ..., N,
l = (p− 1)N
P




The last core will pick up any remaining frequencies if N is not evenly divisible by P , or ψ̃pl (j,m) =
ψ̃l(l,m) for
l = (p− 1)N
P
+ j,









Each core will compute (4.9) for all of its assigned frequencies one at a time, excluding the inverse
Fourier transform. The end result from each core is gathered on one core and the final inverse FFT
is taken on that core. This must be done for each reconstruction target direction. This means that
each screen’s computation must be gathered at the end of computing ψ̃l so that the inverse FFT
can be determined, yielding the final result of ψl. If there are multiple target directions that are
being reconstructed, the final result from each is added together at the end by the same single core
to yield the total reconstruction. For every reconstruction direction, each ψpl must be gathered and
pieced together into a cohesive reconstruction screen on only one core, slowing the computation
and hindering its parallel performance. However, the bulk of the computations can be achieved in
parallel and we should then expect very good parallel performance.
6.2.2 Metrics for Parallel Analysis
To measure the performance of the computations using multiple cores, computation time of
the process using one core is compared to the computation time in parallel. The limiting time of
the process is the computation time of the process in serial, which we will call T1. We can then
compare T1 to the computation time using P cores which we will define as TP . The ratio of these
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In general T1 > TP , and we expect SP > 1. Ideally, we want SP ≈ P , or linear speedup. We
can determine the speedup using an increasing number of cores to determine an efficient number
of cores that can be implemented on the process. In general, linear speedup becomes increasingly
difficult to obtain for large P using the same data size. We can compute the efficiency of the method
by evaluating the speedup divided by the number of cores. The efficiency of the implementation of





The efficiency EP can be used to determine how close to a linear speedup we are achieving. For
values of EP < 1, we have less than linear speedup and for EP ≥ 1 we have perfectly linear or
super-linear speedup.
In many cases, the time it takes for one core to compute its portion of the method will be
different than the time it takes for another. Before the algorithm can proceed, it often has to wait
for all cores to complete a certain computation. If each core p takes tp time, for p = 1, 2, ..., P to
finish its portion of the method, then the total parallel computation time is
TP = max{tp} for p = 1, 2, ..., P,












The load balance β represents how well the tasks are distributed between the cores. Ideally, a
load balance of β = 1 would indicate that each core is taking the same amount of time to finish
its portion of the computation. However, in general β < 1, indicating that there is some portion
of time in which one or more of the cores is not computing anything and waiting for the other
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cores to finish. This results in a loss in efficiency in the parallel performance. Load balancing is
important in maintaining a high efficiency. By the definition of load balancing and efficiency, the
load balancing will always be greater than the efficiency.
Inevitably, we come across speedups and efficiencies that are sub optimal. This is due in large
part to portions of the method that cannot be computed entirely in parallel. When data is shared
between cores or when the load balancing is not ideal losses in the parallel method are introduced.
In general, there is time spent on managing the parallel computation, or computational overhead,
that includes communication time and managing multiple computation threads. We can attribute
these losses in parallel performance to a sequential fraction tf , or the relative amount of time spent
on computations not done in parallel. Then total computation time on a single core is simply
T1 = tfT1 + (1− tf )T1,
or the time spent on parallel computations plus the time spent on serial computations. If the
process is run in parallel, there is an additional term from parallel computational overhead that
contributes to the total computation time,




where TC is the parallel overhead time. Depending on the process being run, TC can greatly hinder
the parallel performance. If the process relies on distributing data between cores in excess, the TC
term will become increasingly noticeable, to the point where it is not efficient to run the process in
parallel. Ideally, this term will be negligible in this process since the data only has to be distributed
once.




tf + (1− tf )/P
. (6.5)
This is known as Ambdahl’s law, and is a crucial theoretical limit to parallel performance. It also
gives rise to a method of determining the amount of time spent on serial computations. If we
assume that overhead computation times are negligible, then we can express the serial fraction as
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This expression for the serial fraction ts is what is known as the Karp-Flatt metric. It demonstrates
an important limit in parallel computing that if the process has perfect speedup SP = P , the serial
fraction is 0. Conversely, as SP → 1, tf → 1, or the process is entirely serial. Moreover, a good
indication of parallel performance is when tf ≈ 0. In Ambdahl’s law, ts greatly influences the
limit of SP , especially for higher number of cores. We see in (6.5) that as P → ∞, that SP ≤ 1tf ,
meaning that at best, the speedup is inversely proportional to the serial fraction. Note that the
inverse relationship is a limit to the max speedup regardless of the number of cores P . To give
some perspective on this limitation, imagine a process that is extremely parallel say, 98% parallel
(tf = 0.02). The max speedup possible for this process is only 50, indicating that after 50 cores,
the efficiency EP < 1 and at 100 cores, EP <
1
2 . It is important to keep in mind that tf greatly
limits the max number of cores that the process can use and still be efficient.
6.2.3 Parallel Performance Analysis
To test the parallel performance of the process a test case was used for a very large fixed set of
data. The algorithm was performed on a pair of Intel Xeon X5670 which each have 6 cores that run
at 2.93 GHz. The reconstruction process was implemented using data with N = 2048 and using 4
beacons and 4 reconstruction directions. As described in section 6.2.1, the code’s performance was
split into two parts, the computation of the inversion matrix s̃q and the computation of the actual
reconstruction based on s̃q. Computation times for the inversion and reconstruction processes
are denoted as TInv and TRec respectively. The total computation time is denoted TTot. The
computation times are shown in Table 6.1. To give some sense of scale, the total computation
Table 6.1: Computation times in seconds, split up into two sections TInv and TRec along with the
total computation time TTot. Note all computation times do not take into account the time to
create the simulated data
Number of Cores TInv TRec TTot
1 66, 427.804 170, 577.620 237,005.424
3 22, 219.349 60, 707.684 82,927.033
6 11, 225.849 32,715.344 43,941.193
12 5, 827.600 19,338.724 25,166.324
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time in serial for a 2048 × 2048 grid with 4 beacons and 4 reconstructions would take around 2.7
days, while the same computation on 12 cores would take less than 7 hours. The speedup of the
computation of the inversion matrix and the actual reconstruction is shown in Table 6.2. The total
speedup for the entire reconstruction process is also shown. Even at 12 cores, the method has high
Table 6.2: Speedup of the parallel process. Note all speedups do not take into account the time to
create the simulated data
Number of Cores Inversion Speedup Reconstruction Speedup Total Speedup
1 1 1 1
3 2.9896 2.8098 2.858
6 5.9174 5.2140 5.3937
12 11.3988 8.8205 9.4176
speedup. It is apparent that the matrix inversion section of the process has a greater speedup than
the actual reconstruction section. This is due in part to the gathering of all of the reconstructions
onto one core and processing each one. In addition, the master core has to handle piecing together
the separate screens which is difficult to do in parallel. Despite this however, both sections speedup
are quite high, indicating the potential in efficiently implementing more cores.
The parallel efficiency of the code can also be determined and is shown in Table 6.3. The
Table 6.3: Efficiency of the parallel process.
Number of Cores Inversion Efficiency Reconstruction Efficiency Total Efficiency
1 1 1 1
3 0.9965 0.9366 0.9527
6 0.9862 0.8690 0.8989
12 0.9499 0.7350 0.7848
efficiency remains high, even when using 12 cores EP = 0.7848. However, since the reconstruction
efficiency is greatly reduced from having to communicate after each target direction reconstruction,
the efficiency does notably decrease. The efficiency of the matrix inversion maintains a high value,
only dipping to 0.9499 for 12 cores. The high efficiencies also indicate that the load balancing
is relatively high, particularly for the matrix inversion. Similar to the computation times, we
will denote the load balancing of the inversion process as βInv and the load balancing of the
reconstruction process βRec. The total load balancing on each core is denoted βTot. As a case
example, the load balancing using 1 to 4 cores is examined for 4 beacons and 4 target directions.
These results are shown in Table 6.4. As expected, the load balancing is very even. Note that the
efficiencies from Table 6.3 are all less than the load balance from Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Load balancing of the computations split up into two sections βInv and βRec along with
the total load balancing βTot.
Number of Cores βInv βRec βTot
1 1 1 1
2 0.9999 0.9984 0.9988
3 0.9975 0.9966 0.9968
4 0.9958 0.9990 0.9988
Table 6.5: Experimental serial fraction of the computation.
Number of Cores Inversion Reconstruction Total
1 NA NA NA
3 0.0017 0.0338 0.0248
6 0.0028 0.0301 0.0225
12 0.0048 0.0328 0.0249
Based on the speedup numbers, an experimental serial fraction can be determined from (6.6).
These results are shown in Table 6.5 It is interesting to note that the serial fraction increases for the
inversion process and not the reconstruction process. The serial fraction of the total computation
does not exceed 2.5% indicating that the absolute max number of cores that could be efficiently
used is 40 cores.
6.3 Heterogeneous GPU and CPU Computing
6.3.1 Implementation
While the CPU parallel implementation worked very well, it is apparent that the computation at
each frequency can readily be split into many different parts. This lends itself to GPU computing,
allowing for computation time to be further reduced using several GPU cores. Again, we are
interested in computing the reconstruction before the atmospheric aberrations shift, so computation
time is very important. To run the method in a heterogeneous GPU and CPU environment, the
structure in which the data is stored and computed has to be altered.
In the CPU parallelization process we had direct control over the total number of processors
and what data would be sent to each core. In the GPU environment, this is not obvious, and the
total computation must be stored in a single array or matrix that is distributed to the GPU based
on internal architecture. Instead of looping over each discrete frequency, we will instead store the
necessary results at each frequency and let the multiple GPU cores handle the computation of each.
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The main idea however will remain the same, the total computation will be split into two parts,
determining ~̃s from (4.7) and then determining ψl from (4.9).
The computation of ~̃s again will require the computation of the matrix Ã and the matrix solution
described in (4.7). In the GPU environment, every Ãb,b′ index for b, b
′ = 1, 2, ...B will be computed
at every discrete frequency before the matrix inversion in (4.7) is computed. To handle this, two
BN × BN matrices will be constructed using tensor products. For two matrices C ∈ <N×N and
F ∈ <M×M we will define the tensor product as
C⊗F =





CN,1F · · · CN,NF
 =








C1,1FM,1 · · · C1,1FM,M C1,2FM,1 · · · C1,NFM,M







CN,1FM,1 · · · CN,1FM,M CN,2FM,1 · · · CN,NFM,M

.
We are then interested in creating two N × N matrices, one that holds the frequency in the x̂1
direction for every point in our discrete mesh, and one that holds frequency in the x̂2 direction.





1 · · · fN1
f11 f
2




















2 · · · f12
f22 f
2







2 · · · fN2
 ,






. In addition, we are interested in constructing two B×B matrices that will
hold each combination of d~θb,b′ = ~θb − ~θb′ . If d~θb,b′ =
(
[d~θb,b′ ]1, [d~θb,b′ ]2
)
, then one matrix will hold
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the x̂1 components of d~θb,b′ , or
C1 =





[d~θB,1]1 · · · [d~θB,B]1
 ,
and the other will hold the x̂2 components,
C2 =





[d~θB,1]2 · · · [d~θB,B]2
 .
To compute Ã, recall that we will need to take the dot product of ~fp,q · d~θb,b′ . This can be
accomplished by using GPU cores by first computing
F 1 ⊗ C1 and
F 2 ⊗ C2.
Here, F 1⊗C1 and F 2⊗C2 will both be BN ×BN matrices. The computation of each can readily
be handled by the GPU since we do not have to assign specific indexes to the GPU cores. To
complete the dot product, we must add F 1 ⊗ C1 and F 2 ⊗ C2,
G = F 1 ⊗ C1 + F 2 ⊗ C2. (6.7)
Computing G in (6.7) is also readily done on GPU cores. We can then compute Ã from (4.6) by
using the dot products stored in G. Typically, Ã is a function of the frequency, or Ã = Ã(~fp,q).
This means that we can express the computation of Ã(~fp,q) by using the computed dot products





















































For these computations, c0 only has to be determined once and the numerical integral in C̃(ξ) can








Ã(~fN,1) · · · Ã(~fN,N )
 .
Now that the calculation for all points in ÃG has been defined it can be thrown to the GPUs
compute. Unfortunately, once ÃG has been determined, it is difficult to invert each individual
matrix in Ã(~fp,q) in Ã
G to determine ~̃s. To simplify and speedup the inversion of each matrix
Ã(~fp,q), the larger matrix Ã
G is gathered from the GPUs and distributed amongst CPU cores.
Similar to the CPU implementation, each core will receive equal number of Ã(~fp,q) to invert.




q = 1, 2, , ...N,
p = (c− 1)N
P
+ j, and




Here, the quotient N/P is assumed to be an integer. Any leftover matrices will be picked up by
the last core, making ÃPj,q = Ã(
~fp,q) for
p = (P − 1)N
P
+ j, and










The main difference is that the values of Ã(~fp,q) are not determined by the CPU cores since they
were already determined on the GPUs. They are distributed to the CPU cores from specific part
of the array AG. Each core will use the Ã matrices given to them to compute ~̃s as in (4.7). Similar
to the CPU process, the input phase data φb is distributed to the necessary cores by splitting it
into smaller sets φcb, where
φcb(j,m) = φb(n,m)
for
b = 1, 2, ...B, m = 1, 2, ..., N
n = (c− 1)N
P




As always, the remaining frequencies are handled on the last core. Each CPU core is then only
computing the addition of the noise matrix v′, the inversion, and the multiplication of the vector ~φ
for each frequency assigned to it. This is done in a loop, one at a time, similar to the CPU process.
Once ~̃s has been determined for all frequencies, one of the cores will gather the ~̃s calculated on
each other core and save the results. The reconstruction ψl can then be determined based on the
calculated ~̃s.
Determining ψl will be accomplished in a similar fashion to determining Ã
G. From (4.9), we







For a fixed reconstruction angle ~θk, the aim will be to construct another pair of BN ×N matrices
that we can throw to the GPUs to compute that dot product. Defining




















Then we can compute the dot product on the GPUs as
G2 = F1 ⊗ C12 + F2 ⊗ C22 .
Note that G2 is a BN × N array that stores all of the necessary dot products to compute ψl.













We can compute Sbp,q using the values determined in G2, calling [G2]
b
p,q the value of G2 at index














The integral can be computed using numerical integration, allowing the GPU to easily compute




where s̃bp,q corresponds to the b
th component of s̃ at the discrete frequency ~fp,q. Again, this mul-
tiplication can be quickly handled on the GPU, with the internal index of the computation led to






on the GPU as well. The last step is to take the inverse Fourier transform to obtain ψl. This is
not done on the GPU but rather on one CPU.
The entire process is repeated for every reconstruction angle ~θk for k = 1, ...K. After each
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reconstruction has been determined, it is pieced together using one CPU core to yield the final
reconstruction screen result. This is done for every desired reconstruction screen.
6.3.2 Performance
We can compare the computation times of the heterogeneous GPU and CPU environment to
the times of the serial and the CPU computation times. Here we are using an architecture that
has 14 multiprocessors that each have 32 cores that runs at 1.15GHz. For comparison to the
previous results, a mesh with N = 2048, using B = 4 beacons and reconstructing in K = 4 target
directions is used. The reconstruction is done for only one screen. The hybridized GPU and CPU
computation times are markedly faster than even the CPU computation times for the same number
of cores. For demonstration purposes, the results of the GPU implementation are shown using 12
CPU cores. Again, we will denote the time to compute the inversion TInv, the time to compute the
reconstruction TRec and the total computation time TTot. These results can be found in Table 6.6.
As can be seen, the computation time is reduced by over two orders of magnitude from the serial
Table 6.6: Comparison of run times for different methods in seconds. The computation times are
split up into two section, TInv is the time to compute ~̃s and TRec is the time to compute the final
reconstruction ψl. TTot is the sum of the two computation times.
Method TInv TRec TTot
Serial 66, 427.804 170, 577.620 237,005.424
CPU 5, 827.600 19,338.724 25,166.324
GPU and CPU 197.069 883.271 1,080.340
computation and over an order of magnitude from the CPU parallel computation. The immediate
parallel nature of the computation is readily apparent in these numbers.
We can use the computation times to determine the speedup of the heterogeneous CPU and
GPU implementation in comparison to the serial computation time. The speedups are shown in
Table 6.7 As expected from the computation times, the hybridized method has over a magnitude
Table 6.7: Comparison of the speedup for different methods using 12 cores. Similar to the compu-
tation times, the speedups are split up into two sections.
Type of Cores Inversion Speedup Reconstruction Speedup Total Speedup
CPU (12 cores) 11.3988 8.8205 9.4176
GPU and CPU (12 cores) 337.019 193.120 219.380
greater speedup over the pure CPU speedup. In fact, using 12 cores, the GPU hybridized process
is over 23 times faster than the CPU process!
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It is worth mentioning that the parallel CPU contribution to the hybridized parallel process
is fairly limited. Multiple CPUs are only used in the inversion process, which requires the least
amount of computation time. The time spent on each core for the inversion process is 26.30 seconds
on average. Assuming that the computation time of the inversion process on one core would take
as along as the sum of the times spent on each CPU core, the computation time using one CPU
core would be around 277.681 seconds longer. Relative to the computation time for the inversion
using 12 cores, this seems like a large increase in computation time, going from 197.069 seconds
to 474.7503 seconds. However, this would only increase the total computation time to 1, 358.021
seconds, which is still a speedup of 174.52 over the serial process and a speedup of 18.53 over
the CPU parallel process. Thus, the process can be used on purely a GPU processor and still
obtain good results. We observe that only running one CPU core over 12 cores increases the total
computation time by about 25%, so the parallel CPU cores do noticeably reduce the computation
time. However, the process is not limited to running efficiently on only a GPU and CPU hybridized
system and can perform well on a GPU system with a single CPU core.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The described method has been proven to accurately reconstruct phase screens based on sim-
ulated input data. In addition, the process was able to be separated into two portions, an initial
matrix inversion and the final reconstruction. The benefit of this separation is that the inver-
sion only depends on the location of the beacons and is independent of the desired reconstruction
direction. The final reconstruction then depends on the target direction. This allows for the com-
putation of the inversion to be performed only once, and the reconstruction to be performed in
any desirable direction. The input phase data was simulated using a quick propagation method
that relied on the high frequency of the problem geometry. Phase screens used to simulate at-
mospheric turbulence were assumed to be of Kolmogorov type, which were shown to be accurate
for the assumed turbulence type. To test a more realistic scenario, multiple phase screens were
used in the generation of the simulated data. The accuracy of the reconstruction was tested based
on the solution of a wavefront propagated through the initial generated phase screens and the re-
constructed phase screens. The reconstruction method was expanded to allow for reconstructions
in multiple directions, increasing the total area of the reconstructed phase screen. The accuracy
of the method was tested for a variety of parameters to determine the optimal number of initial
beacons and reconstruction directions. The performance of the reconstruction was limited when
only reconstructing in one target direction. For increased turbulence strengths, r0 < 10cm, the
Strehl ratio of the back propagation remained below 0.7, indicating that the reconstruction poorly
represented the turbulent aberrations. By increasing the number of reconstruction directions, we
were able to increase the Strehl ratio to almost 0.8 using 5 target directions.
The method was found to require large computation times in order to create accurate recon-
structions (potentially on the order of days). To decrease the high computation time the method
was parallelized for a CPU and heterogeneous CPU and GPU processing environment. The method
was found to be naturally parallelizable, since the same computation needed to be performed for ev-
ery discrete frequency used. On a multiple CPU environment, a speedup of almost 10 was obtained
using 12 cores. Since the computation was naturally parallelizable the reconstruction method was
restructured to be computed on a GPU card. The reconstruction method also excelled when exe-
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cuted in the heterogeneous GPU and CPU environment, achieving a speedup of beyond 200 over
the same serial computation on a single computer node with a GPU card. This was over 22 times
faster than the computation when implemented on just the 12 CPU cores.
The reconstruction itself was shown to be accurate under the assumption that the statistics of
the atmosphere are known to some degree. This implies that we are already making some assump-
tions about what the turbulence will be like before any computation is performed. Thus, to create
an accurate reconstruction, the location in which the turbulence is being sampled must be already
characterized, particularly to determine the expected weight of C2n(h). The reconstruction method
then cannot readily be used at any arbitrary location without some initial tests to characterize the
turbulence strength in the area, or the use of a secondary system that calculates the turbulence
strength as the input phase data comes in. Moreover, a more holistic analysis of this reconstruction
method based on the specific application for which it will be used may be required. Naturally, this
limits the flexibility of the use of this method. Further, the method minimizes the error in relation
to the assumed structure of the turbulence. It minimizes a phase error function that is defined by
the assumed power spectral density of the turbulence. In a sense, the error of reconstructed phase
screen when compared directly to the generated phase screen used in simulating the input data,
will inherit that same structure. The error itself will have its own power spectral density and a
structure that mimics the phase screens when viewed over the entire reconstruction. While that
PSD is minimized, it will maintain non-zero values in accordance to the structure of the PSD.
The method was tested using only one reconstructed phase screen. To more accurately correct
for stronger turbulence, more screens would need to be reconstructed. While the described method
can do this, it only sees the net result of multiple layers of turbulence. Rather, it doesn’t necessarily
see the distinction of the height at which the turbulent effects occur. Reconstructing multiple
screens will still give accurate results for the net effect of the turbulence, but the information of
the exact height of the turbulent structure as simulated in the generated phase screens may not be
expressed in the reconstruction. To improve this, the wavefront can be observed at multiple heights
in the propagation by using multi conjugate adaptive optics systems. This would allow for more
height specific information about the structure of the turbulence. This would potentially create a
more accurate solution, particularly when the aberrations are strong enough to induce diffraction
effects on the wavefront. Future work could be done to investigate the benefits of using a multi
conjugate adaptive optics system to create sets of input phase data that had a height associated
with them. Phase screens could be reconstructed based on input phase data according to height.
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Another limitation of the method is its extreme computation costs. While the method was
parallelized, the computation times were not small enough to compute a reconstruction in the time it
takes for the refractive index in the desired viewing direction to shift. One of the main limitations for
the parallel performance arose in the use of the MATLAB parallel computing toolbox only allowing
12 CPU cores to be used at a time. If the process was performed in a Fortran or C++ language,
more cores could be used, significantly decreasing the computation time. It would also allow for
a finer control over the computation in each core increasing the efficiency of the computation.
Future work could be performed to translate the method into one of these computing languages.
In addition, for the heterogeneous CPU and GPU environment, there remains the issue of memory
use. The reconstruction method requires a large amount of memory, limiting the resolution of the
reconstruction allowed before the GPU core runs out of memory. This also limits the maximum
number of beacons allowed as well as the number of reconstruction directions. Work can be done
to optimize the method’s memory use to improve its GPU capabilities. Specifically, at many of
the discrete points, the solution is zero or very small. The sparse nature of the computation could
be investigated, ideally reducing the amount of memory used and decreasing computation time.
Within the method itself, the method used in the matrix inversion could also be optimized. In this
work, the matrix inversion was performed using a direct method and did not take advantage of the
matrix’s Hermitian properties. Improving the computation speed of the inversion process could
also greatly improve the total computation time.
Despite the limitations, this method is promising, and there is a great deal of further work that
could be performed to improve this method. If the reconstruction region of interest is known and
the assumed turbulence type is applicable, it does minimize the error of the reconstruction in a
statistical sense over the viewing area. An area of future work might be to compare the accuracy
of this method as a function of computation time against other proposed reconstruction methods.
There may be other methods that can obtain similar results in less computation time. A more
relevant use of future work would be to translate the method into a more flexible coding language,
allowing the computation to be performed more efficiently. If we were able to implement more CPU
cores, the computation time could be decreased drastically. Based on the determined speedups,
if 100 CPU cores were used in the computation, the computation time for the same large mesh
could be reduced to almost 5,000 seconds. The method could also be tested on new, more powerful
computing architectures such as the Xeon Phi computer architecture, or by using more custom
parallel architectures. The method could be restructured to compute each reconstruction direction
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on separate sets of multi core CPUs and gather the final results at the very end. This could be
accomplished after the inversion process was performed, which could be split amongst all of the
available cores. Based on the order of the computation, if we had one set of multi core CPUs for
each reconstruction and each set of CPU cores had 25 cores, we could reduce the computation for
4 reconstructions to around 1,500 seconds.
This would be without the use of GPUs which decreased the computation time dramatically.
Using the same structure applied to GPUs, if we used one GPU card for each reconstruction
direction, we could in theory reduce the computation time to around 600 seconds. This is without
optimizing the sparse nature of portions of the reconstruction process, or reducing the resolution
of the reconstruction. In practice, we will not be able to correct for aberrations over a 2048× 2048
grid. By decreasing the reconstruction process to a more applicable scale of points, the computation
time could be further reduced. Reducing the number of mesh points may not necessarily decrease
the accuracy of the reconstruction and future work could be performed to characterize the error in
relation to the number of reconstruction points used. A large set of mesh points was only used for
the sake of maintaining a high accuracy in the propagation model. By limiting the resolution to
a 64 × 64 grid, the reconstruction could be computed in the multi GPU structure on the order of
half a second. While these theoretical computation times are significantly better than the initial
computation times, it is still not fast enough to potentially run a real system that would require the
computation to be performed on the order of milliseconds. However, future work on this method
may yield interesting results that could push this method into a real application.
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